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-STORY AT-A-GLANCE

mRNA Expert Speaks Out on the COVID Crisis

Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ! Fact Checked

Dr. Robert Malone, the inventor of the mRNA and DNA vaccine core platform technology,

expressed his concerns about the spike protein used in COVID-19 vaccines to the FDA

last fall, but was dismissed

"

In its native form in SARS-CoV-2, the spike protein is responsible for the pathologies of

the viral infection, and in its wild form it’s known to open the blood-brain barrier, cause

cell damage (cytotoxicity) and other problems

"

Malone speaks about the bioethics of the Emergency Use Authorization (EUA) granted to

COVID-19 vaccines; experimentation without proper informed consent violates the

Nuremberg Code

"

The concept of the noble lie was Srst described by Plato; it refers to the notion that, in

the case of high-status individuals or designated public leaders, it’s acceptable to lie if

the lie is made in the interest of the common good

"

Three lies are being circulated about COVID-19, including the need for herd immunity, the

notion that herd immunity can only be achieved by universal vaccination and that the

vaccines are completely safe; any discussion that challenges or goes against these three

elements is censored

"

Malone believes that children and young adults up to age 30 or 35 should not be

vaccinated because the risks outweigh the beneSts in this population

"
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When Dr. Robert Malone, the inventor of the mRNA and DNA vaccine core platform

technology,  spoke out about the risks of COVID-19 gene therapy vaccines in June 2021,

he was surprised that the three-hour interview went viral. “It showed there was a huge

thirst for information from people all over the world,” he said, speaking with Aga Wilson

with Newsvoice.

The podcast was erased from YouTube, and Malone quickly realized that his message,

which he felt morally obliged to share, would not be heard via mainstream media.

“When it became clear to me that I would not be able to speak through mainstream

media, I, together with my wife … made a conscious decision to reach out through

alternative media and new media, and I’ve learned, from many, many podcasts and

podcasters like yourself about the value of this new medium of podcasting,” he told

Wilson.

Experimental Vaccine Violates Bioethics Laws

With Malone’s impressive credentials, his grave concerns about COVID-19 vaccines

have made many stop and listen, and people started writing to him about their own

problems with censorship and the spectrum of adverse events with the vaccine. It all

started, Malone said, with a long conversation with a physician in Canada, who poured

his heart out about what he was experiencing in Canada treating patients with COVID-

19 and adverse events after vaccination.

He reported them to authorities but was dismissed and told they weren’t related to the

injection even though, in his clinical opinion, they were. With the mass vaccination

campaign in full effect, Malone was also disturbed that it is considered OK by the

government to entice children to get vaccinated by offering them free ice cream or
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doughnuts, and even allowing children to get vaccinated without their parents’ consent.

He soon ventured into the bioethics of the emergency use authorization (EUA) granted

to COVID-19 vaccines. Experimentation without proper informed consent violates the

Nuremberg Code,  which spells out a set of research ethics principles for human

experimentation.

This set of principles was developed to ensure the medical horrors discovered during

the Nuremberg trials at the end of World War II would never take place again, but in the

current climate of extreme censorship, people are not being informed about the full

risks of the vaccines — which are only beginning to be uncovered.

Further, due to the EUA, adults aren’t required to sign informed consent documents and,

at the same time, aren’t being given a full disclosure of the risks that would normally be

given during a clinical trial  — and, at this point, anyone who receives the vaccine is

participating as a research subject.

FDA Dismissed Malone’s Vaccine Warning

Through his professional career, Malone has worked closely with the U.S. government

for many years. As such, he has kept an open dialogue with colleagues at the U.S. Food

and Drug Administration, with whom he discussed concerns about adverse events and

the spike protein used in COVID-19 vaccines.

In its native form in SARS-CoV-2, the spike protein is responsible for the pathologies of

the viral infection, and in its wild form it’s known to open the blood-brain barrier, cause

cell damage (cytotoxicity) and, Malone said, “is active in manipulating the biology of the

cells that coat the inside of your blood vessels — vascular endothelial cells, in part

through its interaction with ACE2, which controls contraction in the blood vessels, blood

pressure and other things.”
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Malone is well aware of the actions of spike protein, as he worked to identify an

effective drug that worked by blocking the action of the COX-2 enzyme, which is a key

ineammatory enzyme. In one of his papers, he laid out how the spike protein and

another protein in the virus directly turn on COX-2 promoter in infected cells.

This awareness of the spike protein as a biologically active protein made him alert the

FDA about the associated risks last fall. His FDA colleagues transferred his concerns to

the FDA’s review branch, which dismissed his concerns, saying they did not believe the

spike protein was biologically active and there wasn’t enough documentation otherwise.

As history now reveals, they proceeded with the EUA.

It’s since been revealed that the spike protein on its own is enough to cause

ineammation and damage to the vascular system, even independent of a virus.

Plato’s Noble Lie: Three False ‘Truths’ Being Circulated

The concept of the noble lie was Srst described by Socrates and Plato.  It refers to the

notion that, in the case of high-status individuals or designated public leaders, it’s

acceptable to lie if the lie is made in the interest of the common good.

But in the modern day, in the midst of an unprecedented global pandemic in which

government, Big Pharma, media and Big Tech have become integrated, we’re now

seeing the noble lie “play out in a way that Plato could never have imagined,” Malone

said.

Take Dr. Anthony Fauci — whose expertise has been held as indisputable by mainstream

media since the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic. He’s been caught lying to both

the public and the U.S. Senate on a number of issues, but nothing has been done about

it.

Malone outlined three main logic elements — each false — that are being propagated as
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part of the grander noble lie. Any discussion that challenges or goes against these three

elements is censored:

1. Mitigating death and disease from COVID requires herd immunity — This is not

true, as it’s possible to reduce death and disease from COVID-19 using medications

like ivermectin and many others, including anti-ineammatories.

2. The only way to reach herd immunity is through universal vaccination — This is

another lie. As Malone says, “Herd immunity is most often reached through natural

infection.” Further, there’s no solid data on whether COVID injections reduce

transmissibility, which changes depending on the variant anyway. So the idea that

we must reach a certain percentage of herd immunity in the population to end the

pandemic “fails the logic test.”

Even the World Health Organization advises people who are vaccinated to continue

wearing masks due to the delta variant because “vaccine alone won’t stop

community transmission.”  “Vaccines will not get us to herd immunity,” Malone

said.

3. The vaccines are completely safe — This is another lie, as it’s well known that the

vaccines are not completely safe. Malone listed several adverse events that are

already raising red eags. Another important point: Censorship prevents full

comprehension of these risks.

Cardiotoxicity Coagulation problems

Female reproductive health concerns Miscarriage in the Srst and second

trimesters (this has not yet been

conSrmed), Thrombocytopenia

(dropping blood platelets)
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Brain and nervous system disorders Guillain-Barré syndrome (GBS)

Data Do Not Support Vaccination of Children

Malone believes that children and young adults up to age 30 or 35 should not be

vaccinated, noting that the total number of COVID-19 deaths for birth- to 18-year-olds

during the entire pandemic is 386.  Children reap little beneSt from this vaccine, not

only because they’re at very low risk from COVID-19, but also because, according to

Peter Doshi, Ph.D., a signiScant portion of U.S. children are already immune and aren’t

at risk of infection to begin with.

Doshi cited Centers for Disease Control and Prevention data showing an estimated 23%

of children under the age of 4 and 42% of those ages 5 through 17 have already had a

SARS-CoV-2 infection and now have robust and long-lasting immunity.

The rationale has been that children should be vaccinated in order to protect the elderly,

but this only has merit if the vaccine has no toxicity, which isn’t the case with COVID-19

injections, so the justiScation fails miserably. “We need to carefully think about who

gets the beneSt from vaccination, and focus vaccination on them,” Malone said.

For people who aren’t at high risk, it’s hard to justify exposing them to risk from a

COVID-19 injection. Doshi similarly pointed out that the FDA has no basis on which to

grant COVID-19 vaccines emergency use authorization for children in the Srst place, as

COVID-19 is not an emergency in children. The threat this infection poses to children is

negligible and no more serious than that of the common cold or eu.

The Power of Podcasts

Malone has been speaking out about the problems of censorship and the fact that
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physicians and scientists who raise concerns that go against the omcial narrative can

be damaged professionally. He even heard an unsubstantiated report in Spain that a

physician who advocates for alternative treatment strategies can be declared mentally

incompetent and institutionalized.

“This is profoundly worrying,” he said, “but we’re seeing it all over the world … It’s

extremely dimcult to speak against this narrative.”  Malone would know. Just Sve days

after he publicly shared his concerns about the dangers of COVID-19 injections, his

name and scientiSc credentials, including those relating to mRNA vaccines, were

removed from Wikipedia.

Through his remaining contacts with the government, Malone is still trying to share this

powerful insider information and data with those in positions of power who will listen.

He comes from a place of caring and empathy and believes this, not Sghting the

opposition, is key.

He’s also speaking out via podcasts, which he believes are “extremely valuable” and

“represent a threat to the narrative.” Instead of worrying about being deleted from social

media or speaking to a reporter who may “cut and splice my words to St some narrative

that they want to impose … podcasts work. They get out to people.”

Malone is privy to the opposition he’s up against, but as a highly ethical physician

committed to integrity — and preeminently qualiSed to speak on this topic — he feels it’s

his duty to share the truth. It will take this and many others like him speaking out to

counter the false narrative being forced upon us as the truth.

If we give up, we’ll continue down this rabbit hole in which misinformation becomes fact

and believing it is the only choice to remain a part of society. This isn’t an option, which

is why sharing data and information as Malone is doing is a heroic action that we can all

take part in.
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datadragon

Brand new research shows that the  S1 subunit of the SARS-CoV-2 Spike protein ALONE was enough to

induce COVID-19-like symptoms including severe ineammation of the lungs-- EVEN WITHOUT THE

PRESENCE OF INTACT VIRUS. The researchers found that the genetically modiSed mice expressing human

ACE2 injected with the S1 subunit of the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein exhibited COVID-19-like symptoms that

included severe ineammation  and activation of STAT3 and NFκB pathways in the lung, an ineux of white

blood cells, particularly neutrophils, into their lungs and evidence of a cytokine storm. The mice that only

received saline remained normal. For the Srst time, we report that S1SP produces biochemically,

 immunologically and histologically evident COVID-19 like Acute lung injury (ALI), including “cytokine

storm”. Nuclear factor κB (NF-κB), a key activator of ineammation, primes the NLRP3-ineammasome for

activation by inducing pro-IL-1β and NLRP3 expression. In agreement with these Sndings, we also report a

direct effect of S1SP on human lung microvascular endothelial cell barrier integrity, in culture.

http://sha.rest/6c5003  1 page poster for download: http://sha.rest/GyMWZ7   Full study:

journals.physiology.org/.../ajplung.00223.2021  

Research is also showing that the Lipid NanoParticles (LNPs) containing the mRNA code after vaccination

ALONE also have shown signiScant upregulation of gene transcripts associated with activation of

ineammasomes, such as NLRP3 and IL-1b, and downregulation of Nlrp10, which is known to inhibit

ineammasomes www.biorxiv.org/.../2021.03.04.430128v1.full  In table 2 these LNPs also contain

cholesterol http://sha.rest/3637wT   and cholesterol crystals activate the NLRP3 ineammasome as well

pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/20428172  The  LNPs are widely circulated around the body including highly in

the ovaries, as well as other locations including the uterus. Page 16/17 http://sha.rest/Lugp20

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

stoneharbor

Thanks data, timely research as usual! It seems we no longer need to contract the virus to have the

damage. How convenient. All I need to do now to experienced the symptoms is to be injected with the

decimating concoction!
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Guillermou

Excellent research, DATA. We need true science to impose on our minds the ability to decide a meaning

to our own life, being aware that in this way we are endowed with the necessary tools to make our own

decisions. His research Snds an assurance that health is based on avoiding the diseases that

predispose to serious risks of COVID. Let us take care of our immune system with healthy nutrition and

lifestyles and despise the injections of biological weapons for COVID-19, a biological agent that will

make us slaves to suffer diseases and to be subjected to the great step of a transhumanism where the

essence of the human being is kidnapped.
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Guillermou

The mRNAs combined with LNP were used in many preclinical studies and are key components of the

recent PSzer / BioNTech and Modern SARS-CoV-2 vaccine. Intradermal inoculation with LNP induces

intense ineammation with typical symptoms associated with ineammation triggered by cytokines.

Furthermore, the observed activation of other ineammatory pathways and cell death could further

accentuate the side effects experienced. People often have more serious and systemic side effects

after the booster shot. The PEGylated lipids of LNPs can induce pre-existing PEG-speciSc antibodies.

with more serious side effects with the second dose.

In summary, it is shown that the LNPs used for many preclinical studies are highly ineammatory. Thus,

their potent adjuvant activity and reported superiority comparing to other adjuvants in supporting the

induction of adaptive immune responses likely stem from their ineammatory nature. Furthermore, the

preclinical LNPs are similar to the ones used for human vaccines, which could also explain the

observed side effects in humans using this platform. www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC7941620  (2021)
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cedricpermaculture

Niclosamide Inhibits SARS-CoV-2 Replication And Suppresses Ineammation Causing Cytokines

www.thailandmedical.news/news/breaking-salicylanilides-in-anti-worm-dr..  ... It Is The N Proteins Of

The SARS-CoV-2 Virus That Is Activating The NLRP3 Ineammasome To induce Hyperineammation And

Not The Spike Proteins! www.thailandmedical.news/news/it-is-the-n-proteins-of-the-sars-cov-2-v..

 ... FenoSbrate-A Cholesterol Lowering Drug Reduces SARS-CoV-2 Infection By Up To 70 Per Cent

According to British and Italian Scientists

www.thailandmedical.news/news/covid-19-drugs-fenoSbrate-a-cholesterol..  ... University Of

Technology-Sydney ConSrms That The Phytochemical Thymoquinone Found In Nigella Sativa Is Able To

Treat COVID-19 www.thailandmedical.news/news/breaking-university-of-technology-sydney..  ...

metabolism of cholesterol goes through methylmalonyl mutase, glutathione is needed to transport B12

from cytoplasm to mitochondrion to produce Ade-B12 -or through bile

en.wikipedia.org/.../Methylmalonyl-CoA_mutase  

Iron overload uses many antioxidants. Sometimes it is easier to lower iron than taking heaps of

supplements/antioxidants.Kids have lower iron.
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Guillermou

In this review, the technology underlying these vaccines is Srst described in detail. The components and

the expected biological response to these vaccines are also reviewed, including the production of the

peak protein itself, and its possible relationship with a wide range of induced pathologies, both acute

and long-term, such as blood disorders, neurodegenerative diseases and autoimmune. diseases.

Among these possible induced pathologies, we discuss the relevance of the amino acid sequences

related to the prion protein within the spike protein. We also present a brief review of studies supporting

the potential for spike protein "shedding", the transmission of the protein from a vaccinated person to

an unvaccinated person, resulting in induced symptoms in the latter. We ended up addressing a

common point of debate, namely whether or not these vaccines could modify the DNA of those who

receive the vaccine. While there are no studies that deSnitively show that this is happening, we provide

https://articles.mercola.com/members/cedricpermaculture/default.aspx
https://www.thailandmedical.news/news/breaking-salicylanilides-in-anti-worm-drugs-like-niclosamide-inhibits-sars-cov-2-replication-and-suppresses-inflammation-causing-cytokines
https://www.thailandmedical.news/news/it-is-the-n-proteins-of-the-sars-cov-2-virus-that-is-activating-the-nlrp3-inflammasome-to-induce-hyperinflammation-and-not-the-spike-proteins
https://www.thailandmedical.news/news/covid-19-drugs-fenofibrate-a-cholesterol-lowering-drug-reduces-sars-cov-2-infection-by-up-to-70-per-cent-according-to-british-and-italian-scientists
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a plausible scenario, supported by previously established pathways for the transformation and

transport of genetic material, whereby injected mRNA could eventually be incorporated into germ cell

DNA for transmission. transgenerational. We conclude with our recommendations regarding

surveillance that will help clarify the long-term effects of these experimental drugs and allow us to

better assess the true risk / beneSt ratio of these new technologies.

Stephanie Seneff. Computer Science and ArtiScial Intelligence Laboratory, MIT, Cambridge MA, 02139,

USA. Greg Nigh. Naturopathic Oncology, Immersion Health, Portland, OR 97214, USA

nextdoortalk.com/Worse%20Than%20The%20Disease.pdf  (2021)
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cedricpermaculture

So called "covid" is a next disease of energy deScit. Our energy production depends on ATP (creatine,

inositol, others) , infrared and melanins . To increase ATP we need adenine (inosine) , ribose, phosphate,

magnesium, adequate metabolism. Deuterium , PUFA are  mitochondrial toxins. We get phosphate from

Lactobacilli , but they require manganese which glyphosate chelates. Probiotics stimulate release of

inositols and phosphate from phytates. mRNA  is contained in cationic layer-could negative magnets

keep it in the place of injection? Cationic layer is soluble in DMSO and other lipid solvents , like aceton

(ketosis?). mRNA is very unstable-could alternate current ( in EMS) destroy mRNA?

B12 stops polymerase RNA. Iron stimulates. Mutated DNA (by mRNA vaccine) perhaps can be

extinguished epiginetically or by immunity as non -compatible. But infants don't have developed

immune system, can they  be changed genetically deSnitely? Viruses , like measels, RSV, SARS require a

lot of vitamin A. Graphene oxide is metabolised by myeloperoxidase. Could ozone /hydrogen peroxide

help?
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Hi, CEDRICPERMACULTURE. Thank you for your interesting contributions to Dr. Mercola's website in
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English and Spanish, along with ANMAEL. Dr. Mercola has reported extensively on the serious

consequences of high ferritin levels for disease promotion and potentiation. Ferritin is a key mediator of

immune dysregulation, especially under extreme hyperferritinemia, through direct immunosuppressive

and pro-ineammatory effects, contributing to the cytokine storm. Fatal outcomes of COVID-19 have

been reported to be accompanied by Cytokine storm syndrome, so it has been suggested that the

severity of the disease depends on the cytokine storm syndrome. Many people with diabetes have

elevated serum ferritin levels, and they are known to face a greater chance of experiencing serious

complications. by COVID-19. www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC4386204  (2016) ~

link.springer.com/.../ejim.ejim_70_17  (2018) ~ www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC6659066  (2019) ~

www.diabetes.org/coronavirus-covid-19/how-coronavirus-impacts-people-w..  (2020)

Severe COVID-19 patients showed data consistent with a cytokine storm involving elevated

ineammatory markers, including ferritin, which has been associated with critical and life-threatening

illness. www.thelancet.com/.../PIIS0140-6736  (20)306280/fulltext (2020) Absolute Lymphocytes,

Ferritin, C-Reactive Protein, and Lactate Dehydrogenase Predict Early Invasive Ventilation in Patients

With COVID-19 academic.oup.com/.../6041251  (2020)
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Guillermou

A total of 336 patients were screened positive for COVID-19 for the duration of the study, and 157 were

included in the Snal analysis, including 108 men and 49 women. A statistically signiScant difference in

ferritin was found in the two categories according to severity and mortality. Binary logistic regression

showed that ferritin is an independent predictor of all-cause mortality.

www.sciencedirect.com/.../S204908012100114X  (2021) Recent literature advocates hyperferritinemic

syndrome as one of the main modiScations in COVID infection, suggesting evaluation of ferritin levels

as a parameter of infection. This article suggests the use of ferritin values as a marker of COVID

infection. link.springer.com/.../s13017-021-00354-3  (2021)

Serum ferritin level is a good biomarker of infection in non-hospitalized COVID-19 patients, many other

studies revealed that ferritin is a good marker for hospitalized COVD-19 patients, increased ferritin

levels could cause a storm of cytokines by exerting direct immunosuppressive and pro-ineammatory

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4386204/
https://link.springer.com/article/10.4103/ejim.ejim_70_17
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6659066/
https://www.diabetes.org/coronavirus-covid-19/how-coronavirus-impacts-people-with-diabetes
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736
https://academic.oup.com/labmed/article/52/2/141/6041251?login=true
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Guillermou/default.aspx
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S204908012100114X
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1186/s13017-021-00354-3
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effects, Fatal outcomes from COVID-19 have been reported to be accompanied by cytokine storm

syndrome. Many people with diabetes and immunosuppressive diseases have elevated serum ferritin

levels and are known to face a greater chance of experiencing serious complications from infection, so

these patients should go to the medical laboratory for serum ferritin testing.

jbaar.journals.ekb.eg/article_172371.html  (2021)
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gypsyluv

I understand that they never isolated this thing called covid 19 virus.  What's the story with that?  If it

has never been isolated then it can't exist or is it something else they are labeling as covid 19?  I'm so

confused.  What did they create in that lab???
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CEDRICPERMACULTURE. regarding the energy deScit in COVID. Combined with decreased ATP

production, there is a decrease in mitophagy as a person ages, contributing not only to unregulated

ineammasome activity but also to the accumulation of mitochondria. which may no longer produce

energy emciently. Mitochondrial dysfunction and associated oxidative stress drive the production of

pro-ineammatory cytokines, which, in turn, play an important role in the immune response. Cells

infected with SARS-CoV-2 have compromised mitochondrial respiration, but can use glucose for energy

and cell survival.

In the role of various age-related comorbidities, such as diabetes, obesity, and neurological diseases, in

increasing mortality rates among the elderly with COVID-19, the interaction between the coronavirus

and mitochondrial dynamics should be highlighted. in immune cells.

ACE-2 ineuences mitochondrial functions and the lack of ACE-2 is correlated with decreased ATP

production and impaired activation of NADPH oxidase 4 in the mitochondria, which is normally used for

the production of ROS (which can protect the cell by destroying pathogens or causing the infected cell

https://jbaar.journals.ekb.eg/article_172371.html
https://articles.mercola.com/members/gypsyluv/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Guillermou/default.aspx
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to enter apoptosis. With the SARS-CoV-2 virus using ACE-2 receptors for its entry, the availability of

ACE-2 for its normal functions may be impaired and contribute to the development of symptoms. Aging

is accompanied by a decrease in mitochondrial function and is also related to numerous age-related

diseases. Ineammasomes, from innate immunity signaling, are involved in aging and, in particular, in

age-related diseases through its ability to activate caspase-1.

Dr. Mercola has provided excellent diet, exercise, and supplement guidelines for COVID. The Srst link

highlights that to target mitophagy, patients could use calorie restriction to preserve existing

mitochondrial shape. Urolithin A, found in pomegranates, is also known to promote mitophagy.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

Guillermou

Exercise not only protects against mitochondrial deterioration, but also against aging. Maintaining

muscle mass and a strong vasculature encourages the body to keep mitochondria alive and healthy.

Breathing exercises have been recommended as they are useful for training respiratory muscles and

increasing lung capacity, and preventive measures are also recommended. In that sense, consuming

foods with high antioxidant properties, such as raw cocoa, berries, matcha, walnuts, artichokes, beets,

kale, and spinach, can help prevent the damage caused by ROS. Anti-ineammatory foods like heart

healthy oils, Ssh, berries, nuts, garlic, and certain herbs, etc. as indicated in Sgure 5 of the Srst link

www.frontiersin.org/.../full  (2021) and journals.physiology.org/.../ajpcell.00426.2020  (2021)

Vitamin D in addition to being vital for many functions among which is the modulation of the immune

system, also the deSciency of vitamin D that experienced symptoms of muscle fatigue. Along with poor

bone health, muscle fatigue is a common symptom in patients with vitamin D deSciency. This fatigue

could be due to reduced emciency of mitochondria - the "power plants" within every cell of the body.

Vitamin D blunts the production of reactive oxygen species, increases antioxidant capacity, and

prevents oxidative stress, a common antagonist in muscle damage. Furthermore, the drop in VDR

results in a decrease in mitochondrial oxidative capacity and the production of ATP, an important driver

of muscle regeneration. Vitamin D regulation of mitochondrial health may also have implications for SC

activity and self-renewal capacity, which could further affect muscle regeneration.

www.eurekalert.org/.../629162  (2015) and www.frontiersin.org/.../full  (2021)

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Guillermou/default.aspx
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fnagi.2020.614650/full
https://journals.physiology.org/doi/full/10.1152/ajpcell.00426.2020
https://www.eurekalert.org/news-releases/629162
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fphys.2021.660498/full
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Posted On 08/07/2021

 

os00

Hi data.. A good reason to have NAC on board to help denature the spike. Also Judy Mikovits said the

LNP can break apart at or above 99 degrees so sauna will help for that reason as well to break apart the

LNP and help sweat out if you had the shot. As I've mentioned, a strategy to show the vaccine is not

safe is to focus on the miscarriages where the NEJM study showed over 80% miscarriages. This could

really help turn the tide...

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

chk2000

This conSrms my belief that a close friend's passing in July was a direct effect of the experimental

mRNA therapy.  He was 70, living with interstitial lung disease for almost 2 years. After his second

injection, in a matter of weeks he was in the ICU Sghting for his life and failed a double lung transplant.

Because of the intense "pro-vax" climate in my area and the push for ALL to be injected regardless of

individual medical situation or history, I was unable to raise this possibility with anyone who knew him.

Very sad.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

Almond

gypsyluv and all... There is “something” out there, but I am not sure it is the Rona per se.  That may be

just a deeection from what is going on.  A cover up.  It seems the vaxine might also be creating illness

on a grand scale, in many cases, mimicking the Rona. Is this all goofy, or what? The virus has never

been proven to exist except by computer modeling—the same way they make many predictions about

climate change.  Remember, Srst, there was global cooling with a scare about an ice age, then, global

warming with predictions of eooding.  Now, it is “climate change”.)  It is my understanding that "the

https://articles.mercola.com/members/os00/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/chk2000/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Almond/default.aspx
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virus" has never been isolated or transferred from one test animal to another.  Please correct me if you

have evidence of otherwise.  -But let it be from a "real" expert and not just a talking head.

Pharmaceutical companies have stated in their research that the vaxines do not prevent disease or the

transmission of disease, yet, govt spokesman tell us vaxination is necessary for “herd immunity”.  The

latest headlines show the vaxines do not prevent variants.  This allegedly accounts for the majority of

outbreaks at this time.  Yet pharmaceutical companies are ramping up production to give booster shots

where ever they can Snd an arm.  Biden just made a speech claiming 106% of Americans are

vaccinated.  He claims it is still not enough! Only the vaxine is acceptable to those who would require us

to "carry papers".  If this is an all out war on disease, why have not all options (such as ivermectin?)

been utilized? We are under attack by leaders who are evil or idiots.  This is all like something out of

“The Twilight Zone”. Many people no longer demonstrate the brains God gave a carrot if they cannot

see thru this.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

datadragon

Hi Almond, Stoneharbor, chk2000 - This research below that recently came out shows new evidence of

the S1 spike protein circulating in the blood after vaccination with the moderna mRNA-1273 vaccine.

Perhaps these new studies may help shed a light why increases in cases that may be unrelated to the

wild virus are happening in areas with higher vaccination rates. A new analysis Snds several California

counties with above-average vaccination rates also have higher COVID case rates, while case rates are

falling in counties with below-average vaccination rates.

sacramento.cbslocal.com/2021/07/26/covid-vaccination-california-counti..  The most-vaccinated

countries in the world are experiencing  a surge in COVID-19 cases, while the least-vaccinated countries

are not. www.zerohedge.com/covid-19/worrying-me-quite-bit-mrna-vaccine-inventor..  And Almond,

they have ignored the far more robust natural immunity such as for passports

www.medpagetoday.com/.../92836  My family has mostly taken the vaccine following governmental

advice and general coercion in the belief that it would protect from infection or transmission.  

11 participants exhibit S1 antigen in plasma after the Srst injection, whereas nucleocapsid

concentrations are insigniScant in all participants, conSrming that the detected S1 originates from

https://articles.mercola.com/members/datadragon/default.aspx
https://sacramento.cbslocal.com/2021/07/26/covid-vaccination-california-counties/
https://www.zerohedge.com/covid-19/worrying-me-quite-bit-mrna-vaccine-inventor-shares-viral-thread-showing-covid-surge-most
https://www.medpagetoday.com/infectiousdisease/covid19/92836
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vaccination and not natural infection. The spike protein is composed of S1 and S2 subunits. The

presence of S1 is likely due to the nature of the encoded mRNA-1273 spike protein, which contains a

cleavable S1–S2 site and enables release of S1 from the spike trimer. We observe an increase in S1

over an initial period of 1–5 days, suggesting that mRNA translation begins immediately after vaccine

inoculation. Interestingly, spike protein appears in 3 of 13 participants on average 8 days after S1 is

produced. academic.oup.com/cid/advance-article/doi/10.1093/cid/ciab465/6279075

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

datadragon

Hi Gui, yes SARS-CoV-2 in later stages hyperactivates the NLRP3 ineammasome, resulting in the

processing and secretion of active Interleukin 1β (IL-1β) and IL-18 and the initiation of a cytokine

release syndrome. An IL-1/IL-6 signature INCREASES NEUTROPHILS AND C-REACTIVE PROTEIN (CRP)

LEVELS, WHEREAS an IL-18/IFNγ SIGNATURE IS CHARACTERIZED BY HYPERFERRITINEMIA (EXCESS

OF AN IRON STORAGE PROTEIN CALLED FERRETIN IN THE BLOOD) and cytopenia. Cytopenia occurs

when one or more of your blood cell types is lower than it should be. IL-1β induces IL-6 and a Th-17

immune response, whereas IL-18 induces IFN gamma (IFNγ) production by Th-1 lymphocytes.

www.pnas.org/.../18951  pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/29295842  

Re: PEG - This says we observe that empty LNPs given intradermally to mice induce robust

ineammatory responses, characterized by neutrophil inSltration, ineammatory cytokine production,

activation of diverse ineammatory pathways and excessive cell death (unpublished observations)  Also,

this study mentions formation of anti-PEG antibodies is expected after the Srst shot, and therefore

allergic events are likely to increase upon re-vaccination www.preprints.org/.../download    Therefore a

second dose or future doses may pose added issues with PEG allergy/anaphylaxis. The reason is that

antibodies formed against PEG have been reported to support a so-called anaphylactoid, complement

activation-related pseudoallergy (CARPA) reaction.  Complement subsequently elicits secretion of both

IL-1β and IL-18 in vitro and in vivo via further activation of the NLRP3 ineammasome.

pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/23817414  

Two NLRP3 SNPs (rs4612666 and rs10754558) were signiScantly associated with susceptibility to

food-induced anaphylaxis. Functional analysis revealed that the risk alleles increased the enhancer

activity of NLRP3 expression and NLRP3 mRNA stability, respectively. http://sha.rest/tbpmuy

https://academic.oup.com/cid/advance-article/doi/10.1093/cid/ciab465/6279075
https://articles.mercola.com/members/datadragon/default.aspx
https://www.pnas.org/content/117/32/18951
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/29295842/
https://www.preprints.org/manuscript/202012.0493/v2/download
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/23817414/
http://sha.rest/tbpmuy
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Posted On 08/07/2021

 

datadragon

Hi os00, thank you for your regular interesting and useful comments, please keep them coming.

Hi cedricpermaculture, yes as covered before in comments with the wild type virus. The SARS-CoV-2

viroporin encoded by the ORF3a protein activates the NLRP3 ineammasome which is partly responsible

for the ineammatory pathology in severely ill COVID-19 patients. ORF3a triggers IL-1beta (IL-1B)

expression via NFkappaB, thus priming the ineammasome while also activating it via ASC-dependent

and -independent modes www.biorxiv.org/.../2020.10.27.357731v1  Also, the SARS-CoV-2 N protein is a

highly immunopathogenic viral protein which bound to MASP-2 and resulted in complement

hyperactivation and aggravated ineammatory lung injury.

 www.thailandmedical.news/news/covid-19-news-scientist-identify-antibod..  This leads to further

NLRP3 ineammasome activation because complement subsequently elicits secretion of both IL-1β and

IL-18 in vitro and in vivo via further activation of the NLRP3 ineammasome.

pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/23817414   Viral EP, ORF3a, and ORF8b induce the pro-ineammatory

cytokines through NF‐κB activation after triggering the NLRP3 ineammasome. The SARS-CoV-2

genome and encoded proteins are covered here. ORF1a and ORF1b encode the nonstructural proteins

(NSP1-16), structural proteins (S, E, M, and N), and accessory proteins (ORF3a, 3b, 6, 7a, 7b, 8, 9b, 9c,

and 10).  www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC7831445  The complement system can be activated during an

adaptive immune response by the binding of C1q to antibody:antigen complexes. This may explain the

observation that many COVID-19 patients become critically ill around the time of activation of adaptive

immune responses.  My Srst post shows that the S1 subunit of spike protein also causes many of the

same problematic effects which is relevant to the vaccination program.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

datadragon

For non tekkies: According to research, Sars-Cov-2 can delay the immune response by a few days

https://articles.mercola.com/members/datadragon/default.aspx
https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.10.27.357731v1
https://www.thailandmedical.news/news/covid-19-news-scientist-identify-antibody-ncov396-that-halts-sars-cov-2-nucleocapsid-protein-induced-complement-hyperactivation-
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/23817414/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7831445/
https://articles.mercola.com/members/datadragon/default.aspx
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allowing it to replicate, after which it can hyperactivate the complement/nlrp3 ineammatory pathways

leading to issues like blood clotting and death especially in those with comorbidities which also further

activate these same pathways unless you counteract that hyperactivation at that stage. By halting the

body's initial immune response, the virus buys time to deepen the infection of its host as well as

increase its chances of being transmitted to another person. Inhibiting the NLRP3 ineammasome would

inhibit both IL-1β and IL-18 as well as complement hyperactivation in the later stages. So while most of

the treatments that are shown to help after replication (later stage) work in part by inhibiting the NLRP3

ineammasome hyperactivation with the best options also inhibiting viral replication (Plpro/Mpro/Rdrp

etc) or cell entry at the same time. www.biorxiv.org/.../2021.02.04.429738v1  http://sha.rest/FLJv2P

 Inhibiting PLpro is a very promising double-hit therapeutic strategy against COVID-19.

eurekalert.org/.../guf-cra072820.php  

It would also be important to note that over suppressing these necessary immune pathways right away

that may already be lowered would additionally allow the virus to not be cleared, and in some people

who do not have existing ineammation pathways overactive such as those with comorbidities, may

even need a boost to restore the initial immune response. That is where suggestions like hydrogen

peroxide or Sambucol pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/11399518   and similar immune boosters may be

helpful in those speciSc cases early on only if needed to potentially help restore suppressed immune

function. Think of a gas/brake analogy on a car, sometimes you need to tap brakes to slow down, or

stop but you need to accelerate to get going.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

mirandola

Dear all, without being a doctor, but reading intensively about natural health and physiology for a long

time almost daily, I would suggest (the only word I can use as I can't invoke any medical authority) that

medicine is largely multi-factorial. There can be many things weighing in, all causing hte same

symptoms. The virus, the spike protein, the 5G, the vaccines.....it can be both/and, not either/or.

As for the virus not being isolated and puriSed, this is true and a good question to be asking, does it

really exist? That said, with proof of emails from Fauci to people connected with the development of

this virus in the lab and Judy Mikovitz speaking about it in its genomic detail, my suggestion is that the

virus does exist, isolated or not.....but that the powers that be also don't want to isolate it because the

https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.02.04.429738v1
http://sha.rest/FLJv2P
https://eurekalert.org/pub_releases/2020-07/guf-cra072820.php
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/11399518/
https://articles.mercola.com/members/mirandola/default.aspx
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genomic sequence would be too tell-tale (?) A coverup, in other words. My "Take", only for whatever it's

worth.

I heard from a scientist, that to diagnose *any* virus it has to be isolated, puriSed and examined.

Otherwise the tests can pick up on *any* infection and call it whatever they happen to label it, but they

don't know what it is with precision. This was the opinion of that scientist, who I am not naming.

BigPharma's tests are proprietary, said this person. If this is correct, this could be a bombshell to

doctors all across the world.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

EarthTruth

A sharp 7 year old can see, and could see from the start, that Covid-19 has nothing to do with real

science. The NEEDED focus and action, as I keep saying, must be on the true causes that made the

Covid-19 Scam possible in the Srst place (see read “The 2 Married Pink Elephants In The Historical

Room –The  Holocaustal Covid-19 Coronavirus Madness: A Sociological Perspective  & Historical

Assessment Of The Covid “Phenomenon”” at www.rolf-hefti.com/covid-19-coronavirus.html  ) and NOT

on describing the multitude of inconsistencies (eg lies, bogus science news, etc). All of that is a mere

distraction, a form of a divide-and-conquer tactic to mislead the public....

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

fvtomasch

cedricpermaculture- Everything you mentioned seems to indicate when our bodies are low in certain

nutrients like CoQ10-melatonin-statins-zinc-B12-magnesium/lack of proper bowel eora/etc that a more

severe form of Covid can manifest itself. This is why more elderly people are dying or died from Covid.

This age group speciScally has been on many medicines for decades (many 10 or more meds) and have

severely depleted nutrient levels. Example Statins deplete CoQ-10/Metformin depletes B-12/PPI's

deplete b12-magnesium-calcium-iron/HCTZ depletes most everything. If on these meds replete vital

nutrients and have levels checked. Easier said than done.

https://articles.mercola.com/members/EarthTruth/default.aspx
https://www.rolf-hefti.com/covid-19-coronavirus.html
https://articles.mercola.com/members/fvtomasch/default.aspx
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www.yknutrition.com/2016/05/20/top-10-medications-deplete-body-essenti..  So like I've said from the

beginning the severity of Covid is in direct correlation to the nutritional status on the individual when

Srst infected. That is why most younger people have mild symptoms or are just asymptomatic because

they are not on these meds yet. Hope I understood your post. Please correct if I'm wrong.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

EarthTruth

Addendum to my prior comment: It is also misleading and false to say, as this article does, that "Three

lies are being circulated about COVID-19" when at least DOZENS of omcial lies have been circulating

about Covid. This falsehood distorts the accurate perception of the magnitude and severity of the

Covid-19 Scam.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

paul3339

In a recent video, Dr. Rhonda Patrick stated "the nucleotide sequence that encodes for the spike protein

in the mRNA vaccine has been altered [compared to the Wuhan virus spike protein] so that two amino

acids, both proline residues, have been changed...This occurs in the binding region of the spike protein

so that the spike protein [that the body produces after getting an mRNA vaccine] cannot bind to the

ACE2 receptor.  It is not the same spike protein found in the SARS-CoV-2 virus.  This is a very common

thing that's done in vaccines..."

Posted On 08/08/2021

 

Darzoum

Whether known as individual sovereignty, freedom of choice, body autonomy, informed consent, human

https://www.yknutrition.com/2016/05/20/top-10-medications-deplete-body-essential-nutrients/
https://articles.mercola.com/members/EarthTruth/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/paul3339/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Darzoum/default.aspx
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rights… or by any other name, that principle alone supersedes the question of “vaccine safety.”  Arguing the

vaccine debate solely from the standpoint of safety and emcacy is tantamount to accepting the

government’s right to inject you with something against your will, given the proper prerequisites.  Then

where does that end?  We’ve already gone way down the slippery slope, all because too many people have

been conned into accepting a fantasy-level of safety as the overarching value and priority of civilization.

 We’re already at the point where presidents, prime ministers and omcials of all ranks seem clueless about

the foundational principles of the lands they (supposedly) govern.  

No government can possibly know everyone’s level of development and need.  Technocrats and

governments love cookie-cutter standardization; it may lop-off the genius and vitality from the body-politic,

but it allows them the pretense of having Sxed something.  

Once we deny those foundational levels of individual rights, where does it end?  What happens when neural

implants demonstrably improve your calculating ability, exponentially and with no “side effects”?  Safe and

effective.  Could that chip be mandated simply because it would be unreasonable  to refuse it?  Would they

only have to prove that there’s a pandemic of mental sluggishness creating an undue burden on society?

 That should be easier to prove than the SARS-CoV-2 virus, and without having to resort to a fake PCR test.

 “Safe and effective” is a technocratic standard, not a moral one.  Taken as the sole criterion, what else does

it allow in?

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

Guillermou

Yes, DAVID, they are excellent decision bases. Nobody but us writes our history that will be constructive

and hopeful for a world where rights and freedoms reign over lies and misinformation, if we are able to

follow the truth. As much as the false obligations resort to the strict fulSllment of the plan of the elites

that mark the "necessary" actions, we must not give in their interests and false promises, each one of

us is solely responsible for the determination and destiny that we imprint on our lives. We decided

based on the right to be informed of true science and not on the interests of a few tyrants of power

planned for the submission of a strategic plan that marks the path of transhumanism in the domain of

the Great Reset.

We need to impose on our minds the importance of each of us having the ability to give meaning to

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Guillermou/default.aspx
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their own lives, being aware that we are all endowed with the necessary tools to make our own

decisions. We mark destiny with our rights to respect our health, and we do so by acting freely and

independently of the interests of an oligarchy based on a technocracy that wants to destroy the

essence of the human being, freedom. The decision will be ours, and in that there is no destiny or

predestination.

We can say that we need “trust in the world”, that necessary conviction to feel that we matter to others

and that we must and want to Sght together, spreading the truth to all corners of the earth. Emphasizing

that "I want" to reinforce the idea that the worst thing is the helplessness of not having leaders who

guide us within the framework of truth, it is knowing that we can already control and anticipate what will

happen to our skin, to our body, our being. Let us Sght in solidarity with others, defend a democracy

where human values triumph, respect, empathy, responsibility, solidarity, will, honesty, gratitude and

above all love that is the great exponent that should encourage hope for a better world.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

juststeve

Yes, just where does it end? The gut says at best Feudalism, more likely eat out slavery where we are

little more than lab rats. And, at this point doesn't it seem the SuperSpreaders are the the Vaccinated

and any hope of a possible herd immunity is those who take a risk and stay unvaccinated? Also, as

billionaire team owners threaten the players with get a jab or lose your livelihood, as well as healthcare

workers with other essential workers, how about screw me, hell no, screw you. No jab, no soup for you

($$$,). If we're essential workers, if we generate gobs of $$$, power & control for you, how about we

stay home and the privileged can take a walk on the wild side?  Eh, it works in the movie's.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

JuQuDC

Darzoum: Spot on! The most important comment of the day. Let us Sght for our freedoms.

https://articles.mercola.com/members/juststeve/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/JuQuDC/default.aspx
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Posted On 08/07/2021

 

mirandola

www.redvoicemedia.com/2021/08/cdc-publishes-green-zone-concentration-c..  

www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/global-covid-19/shielding-approach-h..

URGENT! RED ALERT! Please see my thread about things we can do. And this is top priority! If this is not

addressed, we will not so much as be talking about natural health or the coronavirus. Seriously, please

see above! And see my suggestions on my thread. There must be solutions. Thank you all.

PS with half the country unvaccinated and/or medically vulnerable they would have to pretty much

arrest half the nation.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

Randyfast

I believe that the cookie cutter/one size Sts all mentality, is just about as ludicrous as it gets! I suspect

that it all stems from GREED. It's much more cost effective to manufacture only one size, rather than

having to tool-up/re-tool, in order to make 5 or 6 different sizes. When it comes to "vaccines" and other

drugs, it's just stupid and dangerous!

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

rrealrose

Darzoum, Your question of where does this stop is excellent. I spent time looking over projects and

achievements of DARPA over the years. Many of the concepts we saw in Star Wars and Star Trek appear

in the works. However, the technology has lept forward, and is now far advanced of morality and ethics

concerns, as we cannot help but notice. The US military has a particularly sordid history around their
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eawed Anthrax vaccine that is unbelievable, 1 million service-people injured over a 17-year

administration period with 35k dead? Now they are looking at "the Bionic Man" approach to warfare.

Vets have been chipping people's pets for years why not chip humans? Next step, right?

This inch by inch encroachment  is precisely how we got nutrient depleted foods that barely support life,

coated with toxic residue with myriad childhood shots purportedly protecting humans, when there is no

evidence of any of this being beneScial for human life. War is another matter, mostly its good for

business. Humanity already appears standing on shaky ground, before adding more bio-technology to

the mix. Here's the latest from Prof. Dr. Reiner Fuellmich, broadcast at a recent UK demonstration:

www.bitchute.com/.../I3L40uzUkZkZ

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

fromseatoshiningsea

Darzoum - I believe a lot of this started many years ago, with the "opt-out" with just about everything.  In

other words, people could be expected to be inundated, harassed, bombarded with all manner of

everything - junk mail, intrusive phone calls, spam, junk faxes, until you "opted out".  It was to be

expected & considered the "norm".  I have been asking for many years, how this happened.  It is abusive.

 One is not permitted to physically assault someone until they "opt-out".  These "vaccines" are no

different.  We should not be expected to accept one, until we "opt-out", which the 'powers that be' are

making more & more dimcult.  Once we started down the road of assaulting & abusing others until we

"opt-out", we created a monster.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

rrealrose

Quick note: Forbidden Healing posted an interesting interview link under the other article today. Go

listen to Judy, if you have not yet found it.

https://www.bitchute.com/video/I3L40uzUkZkZ/
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Posted On 08/07/2021

 

Retsbew

action4canada.com/notices-of-liability-covid-related-business_mask_jab..  All things COVID Related:

Exemption Letter & Notices of Liability; Business; Mask; Jab; PCR Testing, etc Protect yourself and your

children

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

Guillermou

Hi Retsbew. A waiver letter and key liability notices: "IF YOU DON'T WANT TO LOSE YOUR RIGHTS, THEN

YOU MUST TAKE STEPS TO PROTECT THEM AND HOLD THOSE WHO VIOLATE YOUR RIGHTS

PERSONALLY ACCOUNTABLE." “School omcials, staff and volunteers, are not medical professionals

and, therefore, they are unlawfully practicing medicine by prescribing, recommending, and using

coercion to insist that students take this experimental medical treatment. Students are at nearly zero %

risk of contracting or transmitting this respiratory illness and are instead buffers which help others build

their immune system. The overall survival rate is 99.997%”-

Some doctors also express their opinions regarding the vaccine in children: In an interview with U.S.

News & World Report, Dr. Marty Makary said the CDC’s relentless focus on vaccine-induced immunity

and its “demonizing” of those who choose not to get the vaccine make the agency “the most slow,

reactionary, political CDC in American history.”

Makary said that vaccinating everyone — including eventually every newborn — in order to control the

pandemic is based on the false assumption that the risk of dying from COVID is equally distributed

among the population — but it’s not, he said. “Siempre hemos sabido que es muy difícil que el virus

lastime a alguien joven y saludable”, dijo Makary. “Durante todos los meses de esta pandemia, he

tenido debates con otros investigadores públicos sobre la efectividad y durabilidad de la inmunidad

natural. Me han dicho que la inmunidad natural podría caer por un precipicio, haciendo que las

personas sean susceptibles a la infección. Pero aquí estamos ahora, más de un año y medio en la

experiencia clínica de observar a los pacientes que estaban infectados, y la inmunidad natural es
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efectiva y va fuerte ". childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/dr-marty-makary-cdc-vaccine-mandat..

 (08/06/21)

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

Retsbew

Hi Gui and a warm welcome back.  We missed you.  Thanks for your comment and I hope people realize

that they have every right to customize a Notice of Liability to St their particular situation, so don't be

timid.  Also, there have to be employers out there who would prefer to have employees who've declined

the bio-weapon shot.  Once you've served the Notice of Liability and have a receipt to prove it (from

registered mail), if you are Sred as a consequence, then you have the basis for wrongful dismissal.  In

addition, I do not see how the Unemployment Insurance schemes that we have in North America can

refuse to help an employee who is Sred without just cause.  If you've contributed to an unemployment

program it's a good idea to register there immediately if your Sred, because even if there's a delay the

payments can always be back-dated.  

I think it's good to welcome people with the Spanish language and your posts will be helpful to them.

 I've never forgotten my family doctor from Mexico, Dr. Vela Martinez.  After a serious car accident I was

held in a local hospital and he was away and visiting his family when this happened.  I was in this

hospital for a week, drugged to be quiet I assume and not moved at all with 11 fractures.  As soon as he

got back to Canada he brought a friend of his to see me and confer with.  Dr. VM had me moved to

Sunnybrook Health Science Centre in Toronto, where they had the level of skill to mend the fractures.

 Youth was on my side and two years later I did the Sunnybrook 5K in under 30 minutes.  Doctors back

then would talk and I used to look forward to appointments.  Now it's completely different and there's

such a lack of empathy.  

A new doctor I have here will be put to the test when he receives my letter asking for a note from him

stating I have exemption from "vaccination."  There's evidence in my history to be given exemption, but it

remains to be seen if he will do this for me.

Posted On 08/07/2021
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Hercster

they babble bullshit and ignorance about marijuana. They seek to end legality, just like another fascist

scumbag seeking to remove my choices. They are also anti abortionist which is anti choice. Seems to

me, these tools think they have a right to tell others how to live, while objecting to being told they must

have a jab.... Hypocrites are stupid. These lot are stupid. I did however download the notice of liability

because it contains lots of condensed information about the jab. I also sent them an email schooling

them about their hypocrisy.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

mirandola

Sorry to go off topic, but this is URGENT! RED ALERT! CDC DOCUMENT

www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/global-covid-19/shielding-approach-h..  This is rife with potential

for abuse and is a very deep violation of freedom, no matter what the "case" may be or how it is

interpreted.

Please meet in small, peaceful groups with  your local police and sheriffs and ask them what their

intention is, to comply or not to comply? After Srst hearing their position, ask them not to. Tell them we

pay them with our tax dollars, money talks, people "hear" that. Bring in educational materials and invoke

the law. Read the bill of rights ahead of time and invoke it, particularly the 4th and 14th amendments.

The States have power to nullify Federal law on State territory under the 10th amendment, ask State

politicians to do that and not to comply. See the CDC document above. Wear masks, even if we all know

that they don't work, because to alarm omcials will only cause the mission to VERY STRONGLY backSre.

We may know the science, but that is not the point here. The point is that people are very, very afraid of

the virus. Work with their fear, let them know that not a single one of  us has any intention of spreading

any infection around...even if the idea of an asymptomatic carrier is just nonsense, so said by Fauci

himself and the WHO. www.israelnationalnews.com/.../286920  

 As true as that may be, again the point is to work with their fear. Education is key, but so is assurance.

With assurance and their comfort zone honored, they are far more likely to "hear" what we have to say.

Education is key right now, not protest, and more so than ever before , due to the high-level climate of
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fear. Please send the document around to grassroots and lawyers on our side and ask for proactivity.

Tell any underground journalists to offer suggestions about what to do, not just fear, which helps

nobody. Thank you all.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

redhead19047

Hi Retsbew, Is the Notice of Liability only good for Canada?

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

nursestormoutlook.com

Are there liability forms for the United States such as these forms? Granddaughter's hospital is

requiring her to get vaccine by sept. Also Walmart has required head omce employees to all get

vaccinated...coming to store employees soon..

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

Retsbew

Hi Redhead19047 and nursestormoutlook.com, Sorry, it's taken me a while because I spent a lot of time

trying to Snd a Notice of Vaccine Liability speciScally for the United States.  I'm in Canada, but should

be able to locate this from here.   If you've used the search term, "Vaccine Liability form" and variations

of that and can't Snd it on the USA, I/T, this deeply concerns me - are we now being deprived of the

opportunity to access a legal form to voice opposition?  A judge does not need 8 pages of rhetoric to

decide why you Sled opposition with your employer to record your right to freedom of choice, etc.  My

disclaimer:  Any of this information that you use, is your choice and I am not instructing you to do

anything. action4canada.com/wp-content/uploads/Notice-of-Liability-Employees.pdf  

https://articles.mercola.com/members/redhead19047/default.aspx
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Above is the pdf of the form.  It's sumcient evidence up to page 2 and then end it with name, signature

and date lines.  Put your employer's company name and individual to whom this is directed at the top of

the document.  Adjust the reference #'s to be accurate (small #'s besides words in the document

relating to the URL's at the bottom of the pages). Page 2, #1 - substitute United States of America for

Canada where it states signatory to the Nuremberg Code.  Page 2, #3 - remove the reference to Health

Canada - FDA is USA and you can still use the same information.  (Remove ref # to Health Canada)

nursestormoutlook, the Srst paragraph should be taken out.  2nd paragraph takes the  place of the 1st

and starting words can be: The emergency measures...  Nurses have the expertise to customize this, of

course. Keeping a copy is important.  The URL below is the Srst page for the document URL above and I

think serving the hospital via the suggested method will be applicable in the USA.  -The receipt of

service is vital. action4canada.com/employee-vaccine-notice-of-liability

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

alavenptd.net

Thank you!! for your sacriSce.  I greatly appreciate the information.  A quote from my favorite Book follows:

Ephesians 6:12  "For we wrestle not against eesh and blood, but against principalities, against powers,

against the rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high places."  You may or

may not believe in the Bible.  I do beleve and there are profound passages that very accurately describe

what we are seeing unfolding in our sin sick old world.  There is a God who is not surprised by these events.

 The Bible predicts that it is going to get much MUCH worse but those who know the God of the Bible have

been admonished to:  ..."when these things begin to come to pass, then look up, and lift up your heads; for

your redemption draweth nigh." Luke 21:28..

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

juststeve

This is important as the dam is opening on Left Wing opinion sites too. If we can see where Left & Right

agree, perhaps we can gain their support with us - the developing True Center - not the phony center the
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1%'s machine is promoting to establish a dictatorship using the Dem or GOP party's or whatever else as long

as it works for their actual tiny minority and rule.

More from Jimmy Dore. Jimmy while an unabashed Lefty is enjoyed by some the Right because he doesn't

hold back on the Left when lying, gaslighting, he is also enjoyed by some on the Left because he does the

same with the Right. He also hits the To Bigs on the regular. No you won't agree with everything he believes

100% because if you have a head & life experience you most likely won't agree 100% with anyone person or

organization you Snd yourself identifying with.

Jimmy was raising Holy Hell about censorship long before the Plandemic and defending the rights of the

Right, and even Wing Nuts. The best way to recognize a wing nut is to have proper discourse from many

corners to expose the obvious smell of Horse Spit. Jimmy has had the jab and has caught holy hell from

this video & others because he reported his side affects & others close to him. www.youtube.com/watch

 More on censorship, again bear in mind if it's possible for you, pay attention to the information you can see

is true, hold more then one opinion at time; www.youtube.com/watch

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

Guillermou

Yes, JUST, in the end it is not about left or right to blame those who impede freedom. It is about

imposing a democratic order proclaimed by any constitution. We do not want an elite of powerful who

direct our lives in the Grest Reset, we want freedom of decision and tools provided by true science not

imposed by the interests of a minority. One of America's leading physicians in the early treatment of

COVID-19, his protocols and scientiSc papers are trusted to help millions of people around the world.

Along with half of Americans, Dr. McCullough has appropriate concerns about the safety and emcacy of

the COVID-19 vaccine.

Dr. McCullough is a prominent Baylor University graduate with a scholarship in his name; He is

commonly associated as a source of pride for the Baylor Foundation and has appreciated Dr.

McCullough's generosity over the years as a major philanthropic donor to the system. Many fellow

physicians, nurses, and most importantly patients are outraged by Baylor Scott and White's attempt to

damage Dr. McCullough's reputation and censor his important views of America and the world during a

time of crisis. Free speech and scientiSc discourse are the foundation of progress in medicine, and

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U3VW2dhS__M
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Baylor Scott and White's ill-advised lawsuit is an attack on civil liberties with serious public health and

policy implications that go far beyond a lawsuit. . In the link Dr. McCullough's writings and interviews

www.globalresearch.ca/.../peter-mccullough  

It is about exterminating those who do not believe in vaccines, those who believe in freedom, those who

do not want to become transhumans. This is part of the campaign the "fake news" campaign is not

about protecting the public from lies, it is about establishing a state-run news network, as Dr. Mercola

states "the truth of the state." a deep state full of interests for a devastating technocracy.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

Guillermou

Despotic leaders can only stay in power by hiding the truth of what they are doing from the people they

rule. On the contrary, there can be no meaningful democracy if there is only one centrally managed

source of information with tyrannical control. The fact is, why do some people reject the COVID

vaccine? According to the NYTimes, it must be that your thinking is deranged. It is possibly not because

vaccines are less safe and less effective as a COVID preventive than well-proven traditional measures

such as vitamin D, zinc, ivermectin, and hydroxychloroquine. It may have nothing to do with the fact that

twice as many people have died from COVID vaccines compared to the sum total of all other vaccines in

the history of the VAERS reporting system. www.nytimes.com/.../vaccine-skepticism-beliefs.html  

Una portada de la revista Harvard fue escrita por un escritor sin formación cientíSca. El título plantea la

pregunta, "¿Se  puede detener la desinformación ?", Mientras ignora importantes preguntas

preliminares, " ¿Se debe detener la desinformación?" y "¿Cómo podemos distinguir la desinformación

de la información?" y "¿A quién podemos conSar la asombrosa responsabilidad de discernir la verdad

de la falsedad?" Los tres ejemplos de “desinformación” citados en la portada no son nada por el estilo,

y de hecho son temas donde el cuestionamiento apunta a fuentes profundas de corrupción, que los

poderes fácticos están más desesperados por reprimir. 1.  "Elección en cuestión: ¿se robaron votos?"

 2. "La hidroxicloroquina es la cura para el COVID-19" 3. "Las redes 5G propagan el coronavirus" En este

enlace se deposita la defensa de la verdad-

www.globalresearch.ca/how-real-science-became-fake-news/5748954
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Posted On 08/07/2021

 

juststeve

Gui currently in the States, for decades there has been a constant disruption of true open discourse.

Things are carefully framed to limit those who can vote to a small minority who actually will vote. Those

few have been trained to fall into hardened camps, along with camp of Independents who switch back &

forth between the "two parties." Actually Siamese twins attached to the same brain Sghting over who

gets to suckle the money teat. While the average citizen is trained not to speak ill of ones own party the

unseen reality is both parties are owned & controlled by the Power Elite & are completely Bipartisan if

one follows policies favoring the Elite. The general citizen stands & shouts nonsense at each other

while the Elite sit & snicker in their gated mansions. The general citizen fails to see, so what if we don't

agree on 100% of the issues all the time & are herded up, kept in control from seeing what & where we

do agree & exercise our ability's to be able to address those issues from a real & true Center. The

current largest block of voters are those who don't vote either out of disgust, despair, or exhaustion

from never ending corruption.

A favorite meme is "if you ain't 100% for me than you are against me." This attitude leaves little room to

take on critical issues where we agree. The current situation leaves die hard party followers from never

saying anything about issues we may agree on as it may help the "enemy." To be able to recognize our

true Center would allow us to address mountains of issues polls shows we not only want but demand.

Issues explored at Doc's site, & others. Jimmy saw far before this Plandemic the move to censor open

discussion. I have no illusions those who have hardened views only their "side" has the truth will resent

the links posted. Omcial party lines must be collapsing as their moves become evermore ridiculous.

The behavior of those captured by fear more ridiculous. Dore shows how all lie, gaslight and ignore.

Posted On 08/08/2021

 

sai73491

God is watching all that is taking place and those who speak the truth - if they accept Christ - are going to

have a place in heaven. In the book of Revelations we're warned that liars will be thrown into the lake of Sre

where they will be tormented day and night for eternity.  We are seeing the rise of the Beast and the end is
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close. Many thanks to both Dr. Malone and Dr. Mercola. God bless you.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

chiamiller

I have a moral dilemma; I need to tell a Sb to get out of being in an enclosed vehicle with two people

that have had the shot.  I can't just tell them that I'm being cautious about the spike/graphene shed in

protecting myself..( I have an autoimmune disease so I don't want to jeopardize my health..)  That

reason won't ey.  I need to tell a lie to protect myself.... can anyone help me?...4 hours in an air

conditioned car there and back?.. no way....that is not right.  I do not want to be paranoid but God gave

us a brain and we're dealing with a bioweapon...I'm in love with Jesus and don't want to let him down

either..:-(

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

springy

I am just blown away, saddened and disgusted with all of this! I am a very healthy person, I don't take

pharmaceutical drugs, never had a regular eu shot, I'm very healthy and never sick. Why would I want to be

injected with this stuff??? If it's such a magical potion then those who get the shot should stop worrying

about those smart enough to not get the shot!

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

stanleybecker

because Pharma is offering a bounty for your scalp

Posted On 08/07/2021
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Guillermou

Yes, springy, if  the COVID vaccine is so effective, you shouldn't worry about the unvaccinated. The truth

is that the vaccinated are getting infected and not precisely because there are unvaccinated people. In

addition, the vaccinated are promoting new COVID mutations that they themselves will later suffer

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

anmael

It is that the globalist power is not interested in you, or your health, or your wishes, or your rights or

expectations. And they have bought from your government and doctor. Anything else? Yes: no one will

listen to you. When the internet connection is suspended, we may decide to go outside ... without a

chinstrap and with something more forceful.

Es que al poder globalista  no le interesas tú, ni tu salud, ni tus deseos, ni tus derechos o expectativas.

 Y han comprado a tu gobierno y médico. Algo más? Sí: no te escuchará nadie.  Cuando se suspenda la

conexión a internet tal vez nos decidamos a salir a la calle...sin barbijo y con algo mas contundente.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

sun_owerjanis

Absolutely!   I'm with you; i've had a distrust for Big Pharma, government and the western medical world

since the 1990s when no doctor could Sgure out why i had chronic fatigue.   Have never gotten a eu

shot; so why in the hell would i take one of these concocted gene therapy (as Dr. Mikovits calls them)

jabs?!!!    Speaking of Dr. Mikovits, i learned yesterday that she was in my area within the last 9 months

or so.   Wish i would have known; i would have loved to had met her.   She exposes all the corruption in

our government and in the vax industry in her Plague books.   She's one of my heroes!!   Ppl are rallying

for vax freedom where i live.   Found out that if the healthcare workers quit instead of being Covid19

jabbed; they Cannot collect unemployment beneSts.  They will be screwed.   The lines are being moved
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to suit the end game of getting everyone jabbed with the poison!!   Time for REVOLUTION!!!  

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

chk2000

I'm with you, healthy, in great shape, eat right/exercise/fresh air, on no prescription drugs. Just entered

my 6th decade.  In the last 8 years I developed two reportedly rare autoimmune conditions, one from an

ineuenza shot and the other earlier this year, idiopathic unilateral facial paralysis, named after Scottish

surgeon Dr. Bell. Still recovering from the latter. I have valid medical reasons to not get injected with

experimental substances. Yet the pressure to do so is frighteningly intense and in the last TWO WEEKS

the escalating venom and vitriol directed at those who have not done it has been horrifying to

witness. Personally I have been looked at with disgust and disdain by so-called friends and some family

members. The last two weeks have been some of the strangest days of my life as people are suddenly

angry, agitated, and afraid to be near me. The TV told them it was all my fault, me and other

non-injected humans. But wait a minute, you're all injected? What's the problem?  The shots are "proven"

to be extremely safe and effective, right?  Why do you fear me?  None of this makes any sense.  Logic

and reason has been thrown out the window.  

In the last two days I have seen invitations to outdoor events have this caveat added:  "Anyone attending

who is *not* fully V'd must wear a mask OUTDOORS."  I just shake my head.  I thought these were

intelligent people.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

premiademar14

When has ever a government ever told the people the truth, they are pure evil, are and have always been.  No

wonder the world is in such situation, sad to see that in the XXI Century people still have the wool over their

eyes, must shave it off and see the reality, if not, don't complain when we end up in the concentration camp,
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like my friend's mum did, she lost her sister and parents never to be seen again, they were from Australia,

ended up in Australia in 1950 from a few other places. people are asleep, but when it happens we will only

have ourselves to blame, perhaps we will deserve it.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

Guillermou

Sad, very sad, premiademar.  It is shameful and unethical that the management of COVID-19 has been

directed and coordinated by corruption networks and an organization that works on behalf of

multinational corporations that will beneSt, the idea that the fear of the coronavirus is the most

important tool powerful to inSltrate people's minds.

Lies and corruption about an alleged epidemic.  Robert F. Kennedy, Jr. and actor Alec Baldwin had an

in-depth discussion on the current status of public health and COVID-19 including:  • Lack of placebo

testing in vaccine clinical trials  • Exaggerated annual eu death data  • Impact upon individuals and

society from prolonged lockdowns  • Dr. Fauci’s 50-year history of favoring patentable solutions in

health care  • The history of pathogenic priming in coronavirus vaccine development attempts

This video is available.: childrenshealthdefense.org/news/truth-with-robert-f-kennedy-jr-episode..

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

premiademar14

Thanks for the Robert Jr  video, I am not sure about  Alec Baldwin, I think that he like most of the celebrities

is from the dark side, anyways, I agree with Kennedy,  like Dr Judy Mikovits they are really Sghting  this

battle. I wish that the Drs and media would expose all the deaths from the vaxx, they won't, they keep

inventing variants with new names to string this along...

Posted On 08/07/2021
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cmeshine

One of those lies (that they are safe) was contradicted by congress just a few short years ago. Congress

deemed them “unavoidably unsafe”.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

Guillermou

The insecurity is evident. These COVID vaccines are not vaccines, but gene-modifying interventions.

The anti-COVID vaccines only have authorization status for emergency use, they are experimental

products, not to be marketed. The fundamental bioethical principles that are applied include three key

components:   1. Bioethics is written in federal law: as a participant in an experimental trial, as is

everyone who accepts a COVID vaccine, you have the right to receive complete information on the risks

of adverse events indicated in the package insert. .   2. The risks of adverse events must be

communicated in a way that you can understand what the risks are, this means that the disclosure must

be written in plain language.   3. Experimental products must be accepted completely voluntarily and

without coercion. "I consider that all these public messages that they bombard us with constitute an act

of coercion," says Malone.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

love2garden

The United States Supreme Court put the phrase in quotes above in one of their decisions, not the U.S.

Congress.

Posted On 08/07/2021
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sun_owerjanis

Gene therapy jabs as described by Dr. Judy Mikovits.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

sisterrosalee

"Unavoidably unsafe" was the verbiage and  philosophy that the Supreme Court used when they deemed

that big pharma was not liable for damages to children who suffered horrendous injuries, They could

not deny that the injuries were caused by vaccines as the proof presented was scientiScally solid.  They

just determined their lives were quite acceptable as collateral damage in the war on germs.  For the

good of the whole, just like in Nazi Germany. The Supreme Court sacriSced these innocents (I wonder

where you are today Antonin Scalia?) to the god of big pharma just as sure as savage pagans sacriSced

babies to Molech to satisfy the wrath of the gods.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

mihail

I keep hearing this. « The vaccine should not be authorized for children ». Doesn’t that imply that it’s good

for adults? I’m sure a lot of folks will see it that way.

Posted On 08/06/2021

 

Guillermou

Hi Mihail. No to terrorist vaccines and less in children. A study published on July 7, 2021, which

analyzed the deaths that occurred in children in the United Kingdom, during the Srst 12 months of the

pandemic, found that 99.995% of children diagnosed with COVID-19 survived.

www.bbc.com/.../health-57766717  and www.researchsquare.com/.../v1  
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In a report, Mr. Mercola reported: as of July 19, 2021, in the United States, a total of 335 children under

the age of 18 had died with a diagnosis of COVID-19 on their death certiScate. An analysis by Marty

Makary and his colleagues at Johns Hopkins, in conjunction with FAIR Health, showed that all children

under the age of 18 who died and were diagnosed with COVID-19 between April and August 2020 had

medical conditions. pre-existing, such as cancer. Although the average healthy child has a minimal

chance of dying from COVID-19, and while their risk of developing heart ineammation from the COVID

vaccine is also quite low, the vaccine-related risk remains far greater than any related risk. with natural

infection. As Malone explained:

"That ratio comes to the fore by suggesting that there will be more lives lost from receiving the 'vaccine'

in a universal vaccination campaign than there would be if all those children were infected with

SARS-CoV-2. This inverse relationship appears to extend or be very close to being equivalent to at least

30 years. As Dr. McCullough internist, cardiologist, epidemiologist, and professor of medicine at Texas

A&M School of Medicine, Dallas, states: “Here in the United States, we have 100 million people

vaccinated (with bioweapon injections). COVID-19 so far). This is by far the most deadly and toxic

biological agent ever injected into a human body in American his

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

anmael

A mí también me ocurrió reeexionar que si se planteaba que no era buena para los niños, el oyente

pudiera dar por sentado que no lo era en razón de su edad infantil, pero esto conSrmaba que sí sería

conveniente para los adultos. Y tal vez elegir esta conSguración para la expresión no fuera inocente.

 Las formas de la comunicación son una herramienta mas del poder, de manera que no sería excesiva

su duda!

It also occurred to me to reeect that if it was raised that it was not good for children, the listener might

take for granted that it was not good because of his childhood, but this conSrmed that it would be

suitable for adults. And perhaps choosing this setting for the expression was not innocent.  The forms

of communication are one more tool of power, so your doubt would not be excessive!
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Posted On 08/07/2021

 

sun_owerjanis

Unsafe for everyone.   Ppl are dying from these jabs.   One of my friends got a blood clot shortly after he

received the Pzifer jab.   Despite all the information i sent him warning him of the dangers, he went

ahead and took the jab anyways.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

mihail

I believe we are devoting too much time and energy on numbers and percentages when we already

know the facts. Prolonged negotiations while we are being set up for great harm, work against us I

think.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

angelenaorreygmail.com

My husband and I are both in our early 80's and have refused the 'jab' for all the reasons listed on this site

and the pharma's refusal to take responsibility for the harm they are causing. Two days ago, we attended a

birthday party with 10 other family members. Because of the heat we stayed indoors in the AC . All of those

family members despite my trying to warn them, have all been jabbed twice. Yesterday we both began

having cold -like symptoms ; running noses, sneezing and malaise.  Before that visit we were well. I'm

writing this because if there are those who don't believe the danger caused by ' shedding' , maybe they'll

change their minds. We are treating this with ecchinacea and goldenseal drops , extra C,D Zinc Quercitin

and an oil of oregano diffuser.  And we are better than we were yesterday. Thank you Dr Mercola and all you

wonderful people who post here everyday. You are a Light in this darkness .  Many hugs; I wish they could

be in person. I'm writing from Kitchener Ontario Canada.
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Posted On 08/07/2021

 

lkr9114

I also got sick about a week after my Sancé got the jab. He was threatened with his job, if he didn’t get

it. I begged him not to get it. :(

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

brodiebrock12

This scenario is plying out in so many places right now. Yet all the MSM talks about is this is all non

injection driven. They are so far beyond now with the Snal push of deception.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

anmael

No se habrán resfriado precisamente por el aire acondicionado?

Won't you have caught a cold precisely because of the air conditioning?

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

StandFastPats

Angel:  I hear you VERY loud and clear!  Families are being torn in two by the Sheep therein.  I am not

forcing my alternative thoughts on them, so why do they think  it's OK to push us to be Sheep like them.

 It's an age thing of course.  Our educators have been left unchecked to indoctrinate the young to accept

total reliance on the government for all their needs and critical thinking is but a dream. World War II still
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weighs heavily in my mind.  Those who gave their lives for our FREEDOMS.  What a tragedy for them.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

lel36357

Speaking of picking up symptoms from thin air:  yesterday I went to a pharmacy just to get information

about the jab.  Was there maybe 5 minutes talking to the very kind pharmacist.  I did not get the

injection.   During the night, so many odd symptoms:   a sharp sudden spasm in my back along the

spine, bone pain today in upper left jaw,  ovary pain, swollen lymph node on left side of neck and

ANXIETY.  If those are the symptoms of just being in that air space,  God help us all.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

moony77

Hello,      I’m a respiratory therapist who worked with covid patients from the beginning and got sick just

as they started vaccinating in Dec-Jan 2021. I highly suspect I’ve been exposed to spike protein

shedding. Fortunately, thanks to being healthy with a normal vitamin D level and INSISTING on being

given steroids, the lung ground glass opacities on my cat scan did not progress to cytokine storm and

micro thrombi causing the deadly pulmonary embolisms they call “pneumonia” or stroke!  This is a

weaponized spike protein thanks to the NIAID funding of gain of function research that must be stopped

at all costs before it literally stops us! There must be more research into this shedding of spike protein

among the entire population not just menstruating women.

Posted On 08/08/2021

 

chiamiller

Guillermou:  THANK YOU for posting that study.  Saved it.  I already have a neurodegenerative disease and I
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am concerned if mandated in Canada, the destruction it would ineict upon me either immediately or longer

term.  Without a spouse I am on my own and this is beyond cruel that I even have to be concerned about

this. Although cruelty is their specialty as they are not of God. This is the hill I have chosen to die on..I WILL

NEVER take this bioweapon. thank you again and I am SO thrilled you're back. :-)

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

Vladimira

Somebody mentioned that the word “media” comes from Medea (the Greek goddess of deception). How

becoming.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

stanleybecker

Vlad ..... sorry to disappoint you but the word "Media"  comes from the Latin "membrana" . late 19th

century: shortening of modern Latin tunica (or membrana ) media ‘middle sheath (or layer)’.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

dav5185

I still think we are missing something. I don't think the drug companies would use such extreme measures

worldwide unless everything was at stake for them -- more than just enormous proSts.  They are determined

to avoid having a control group of any signiScant size, hence vaccinating pregnant women and people who

have immunity from having had Covid. It must mean that a control group would eventually show something

that puts everything at stake for the drug companies.

I think dogs are the control group. Commercial dog foods do not have a choice to not optimize vitamin D

levels; the supplements they add come pre-packaged from the pharm companies, and all of the packages
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optimize D levels. I think the isolated cases of dogs getting Covid are in dogs that are fed non-commercial

food and not given vitamin D. What the dogs are telling us is that with optimized D (blood level 110 ng/ml),

they not only don't get Covid, they do not even transmit Covid.

www.dispatch.com/story/lifestyle/2021/08/06/should-my-dog-get-covid-sh..  

I've seen an article from the Mayo Clinic that says there is a broad consensus that a D3 blood  level of 100

ng/ml is safe for everyone. Even Dr. Mercola and grassrootshealth.net are too conservative here. The only

explanation that puts everything at stake for the drug companies is that people with a blood level of 100

ng/ml not only do not get Covid, they do not transmit Covid. (D3 works by activating immune system genes

that work preventively in the mucus. Since viruses have no DNA repair mechanisms, all you need to do is

damage a part of it with free radicals in the mucus and it no longer Sts like a key in a lock on an ACE2

receptor.) If I can't get Covid and can't transmit Covid, how can they justify forcing me to get a vaccine?

 What if the same is true for all airborne viruses? That would destroy the entire vaccine industry, justifying

their current extreme measures.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

sai73491

I'm sure their lives may be at stake.  The Jesuits invented the poison needle.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

juststeve

While totally in the dark about dogs, I agree a larger point is being missed. As long time followers of this

site know, Doc has taken on all the To Big To Fail's. Currently the gut says all the institutions are failing

because they have not evolved to include anything beyond their short sighted selSsh whims and a never

ending hunger for more.

The gut is saying Vaccines were where they may have determined it to be the fastest and easiest way to

step on the throat of the virus of an ever awakening public who has soundly rejected GMO's, sugars,

artiScial sugars, glyphosate, dis-ease maintenance 'med's', a phony allopathic digital either or choose
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one side or the other political system all owned by the 1%, empty yik yak Legacy Media focused on the

size of some celebrity's boobs, butt or who they are sleeping with, just too much nonsense to cover, yet

no room to Snd public discourse or means to encourage the investments in the Foundations of Life that

in turn create healthy peoples, who create healthy society's engaged in co-creation as Gardeners of Life.

Not as confused and captured to engage in ever widening destruction and creation of Death Zones,

Deserts, and Squalor.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

StarPowerVitD

CORRECT! Vitamin D protects against BOTH the ‘virus’ and the ‘vaccine’. You always have to appreciate

that there may be an unrecognized variable that is operating to ineuence or generate your results.

Vitamin D status is related to many of the factors that affect Covid. So called risk factors such ad

Comorbidities, age, race, seasonality are all variables related to Covid infectivity and morbidity. Vitamin

D status is also related to each of these risk factors. Indeed, the thread that unites these disparate risk

factors is vitamin D status. This paper detailed the exact mechanism through which the spike protein

may disrupts endothelial cell integrity and how vitamin D protected and rectiSed that damage.

m.theepochtimes.com/vitamin-d-can-mend-a-broken-heart_3399060.html

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

StarPowerVitD

Regarding preventing infection: vitamin D is essential in the production of calthecidin, a powerful

antibiotic on skin and mucous membranes. Vitamin D replete people don’t get sick because their innate

immune system, which includes calthecidin, is optimized.

Posted On 08/07/2021
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os00

Really think the miscarriage data from NEJM showing over 80% rate in 1st and 2nd trimester could help

turn the tide when women realize their loss was vaccine related. This should be a focus and the death

of an unborn baby can resonate with people.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

sun_owerjanis

Vitamin D3, lots of vitamin C, zinc, magnesium, NAC and my favorite colloidal silver which kills all

pathogens.   And a very low sugar/carb diet to keep from knocking down our immune systems helps.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

fromseatoshiningsea

dav5185 - speaking of wanting to eliminate a control group, read this - it says precisely that toward the

end of the article...principia-scientiSc.com/why-the-apparent-desperation-for-total-global..

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

dav5185

Thank you for the link, fromseatoshiningsea. I didn't have space in my note to explain better what could

put everything at stake for the drug companies. They have already convinced the Supreme Court to

accept that vaccines are "inherently dangerous", but vaccines must be used for the "greater good".

Although revelations about vaccine dangers are important to us, all the drug companies need to do in

court is show that the dangers are a small percentage, a small price to pay for the "greater good".  Since

the drug companies (and CDC et al.) control the data collection and statistics, they will easily be able to

make the statistics show that dangers are a small percentage. The drug companies don't need to
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destroy all control groups in order to cover up whatever they want to cover up -- we are seeing it now:

adverse events reporting disappears or is rejected on technicalities, CDC decides not to collect certain

data so the can make statistical claims that support their agenda, etc.

So the only danger to the drug companies is something that destroys the "greater good" argument.  If

people with a blood level of 100 ng/ml not only do not get Covid, they do not transmit Covid, the

government cannot claim those people need to be vaccinated for the greater good. That is the threat to

the drug companies. As I see it, this is the only way to defeat the "greater good" argument in court. The

drug companies want the battle to be fought over dangers of vaccines, because they have proven they

will win that battle with the tools and power they already have.

If I cannot get Covid and cannot transmit Covid, the drug companies must force me to get a vaccine.

Then they can say that the fact that I cannot transmit Covid could be due to the vaccine, and their

"greater good" argument will remain. That's why the drug companies are going to such extremes. They

need to get rid of our last weapon against the "greater good" argument. If they can do that, they win.

Posted On 08/08/2021

 

dobbie606

umm,D, the vit D dosage in doggie food is

 ???....nbcnews.com/health/health-news/some-dog-food-has-toxic-levels-vitamin-d-fda-warns-n943281

Dog food recalled due to excessive amounts of vitamin D. Several popular brands of dog food have up

to 70 times the safe levels of vitamin D and could kill dogs who eat them, the Food and Drug ...

Can Your Dog's Food Kill Them? - The Dogington Post   Mar 29, 2021

dogingtonpost.com/can-your-dogs-food-kill-them/

If your dog got sick or, even worse, died after eating grain-free dog food or dog food with too much

vitamin D content, you need to consult with an attorney immediately. An experienced lawyer can advise

you on establishing liability in a faulty product case and may be able to help you join a class-action

lawsuit with other dog lovers whose pets have fallen victim to toxic commercial dog food...
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Posted On 08/08/2021

 

ustarget

The noble lie is key. Without the idea that some man or woman knows more than God and is then

empowered to achieve an end (jab) is the end of free will. We've been in a global world order since chemical

toxicity that causes disease and death. It's all man-made by very evil men.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

mirandola

Sorry to go off topic, but this is URGENT! RED ALERT! CDC DOCUMENT

www.redvoicemedia.com/2021/08/cdc-publishes-green-zone-concentration-c..  This is rife with potential

for abuse and is a very deep violation of freedom, no matter what the "case" may be or how it is interpreted.

~Please meet in small, peaceful groups with  your local police and sheriffs and ask them what their

intention is, to comply or not to comply? After Srst hearing their position, ask them not to. Tell them we pay

them with our tax dollars, money talks, people "hear" that. Bring in educational materials and invoke the law.

Read the bill of rights ahead of time and invoke it, particularly the 4th and 14th amendments.

~The States have power to nullify Federal law on State territory under the 10th amendment, ask State

politicians to do that and not to comply. See the CDC document above.

~Wear masks, even if we all know that they don't work, because to alarm omcials will only cause the

mission to VERY STRONGLY backSre. We may know the science, but that is not the point here. The point is

that people are very, very afraid of the virus. Work with their fear, let them know that not a single one of  us

has any intention of spreading any infection around...even if the idea of an asymptomatic carrier is just

nonsense, so said by Fauci himself and the WHO. www.israelnationalnews.com/.../286920  

As true as that may be, again the point is to work with their fear. Education is key, but so is assurance. With

assurance and their comfort zone honored, they are far more likely to "hear" what we have to say. Education

is key right now, not protest, and more so than ever before , due to the high-level climate of fear.  
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~Please send the document around to grassroots and lawyers on our side and ask for proactivity. Tell any

underground journalists to offer suggestions about what to do, not just fear, which helps nobody.  Thank you

all.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

ann1785

Mirandola, post this message to the other comment boxes on the site for those who miss it here.

People should also send link to others.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

mirandola

Thank you Ann. Others are welcome to cut and paste it and send it around. And people are free to do so

in their own name, not mine. I don't care if my name is attached. It's about the cause itself. However if

people change the message in any way they must say they did so, without naming me as this is not

necessary. Thank you all.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

ann1785

Mirandola, I just printed out your link Doc to the CDC, the good old fashioned way. Clicked your link to

Red Voice Media and clicked their link below video (which IS NOT blocked by the way):

www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/global-covid-19/shielding-approach-h..  Title "Interim Operational

Considerations for Implementing the Shielding Approach to Prevent COVID-19 Infections in

Humanitarian Settings" July 26, 2020 Print this Document  folks. It is CHILLING!!!! Share with others.
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Posted On 08/07/2021

 

arthurrieloutlook.com

" Education is key, but so is assurance." Assurance is obtained from education (e.g. masks do not work;

asymptomatic people cannot infect you, etc.) not from pandering to, i.e. "working with" people's fear.

Meet peacefully with and make your query to so-called "authority" Sgures (government operators;

police, etc.) while unmasked, thus confronting them with the fact of a mask's inemcacy against viral

pathogens. If they choose to refuse to interact with you because you are not masked, they are choosing

to be closed to reason and facts.  Don't waste your time with them. Instead, prepare yourselves to Sght

them to the death when they confront you with the intention of assaulting you in the name of "mask

mandate and vaccine mandate enforcement".

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

Smiller23

Thank you for sharing the CDC link. So, “green zones” is the new word for concentration camps. And

green zones are supposedly for the “good” of vulnerable populations.  The idea of stripping people of

their homes, families, rights and freedoms hardly speaks to “caring” for them. The detail of this report is

cringe-worthy. I wonder what person(s) took the time to think all this through and actually write out this

paper?  Who edited it, uploaded it, etc? When are people going to say “no more?” Things like this cannot

be formulated, let alone implemented, if people choose simply not to participate. Dr. Malone’s

medical/scientiSc brilliance has been leveraged outside of his control... I wonder if he now regrets

participating in a system that used and discarded him?

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

mirandola

Thank you all, very much! Ann, grateful to you for your care and concern, this is not my link, it was
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posted to an online news site. Thank you for the direct CDC link! One point to consider: They are

proposing dragging people to a detention area with guards to make sure that medically vulnerable

people (whoever decides that and watches for that anyway) do not walk out of the "Green

zones"....based on medical vulnerability, not actual illness! As if illness is good "reason" to drag people

away from their homes anyway? To repeat, this is about dragging people away based on vulnerabilities,

not an actual occurrence of illness. It's so over-reaching and so over-broad, just ridiculous. I would want

to hear what constitutional lawyers have to say about that, but as layperson it seems to me to be

unconstitutional....from A to Z, and without so much as needing to qualify the illness matter at all,

because even that is an insane over reach.

Look Here, Government. We don't Need You to Quarantine Us or Tell Us We Must "Shield". We will shield

ourselves when we are sick! Leave us alone. Enough is enough, and too much is too much!  FYI they

would probably have to haul about 50% of the people away..... IMPORTANT: I suggest consulting

lawyers or civil liberties groups before meeting. What to say in response as powers that be claim every

right to anything they want, based on emergency declaration and suspended Constitution? Good lord.

There has to be a legal answer to that, and We the TaxPayers don't go for that "Excuse" for

abuse....that's really what it amounts to.

Dear friends please keep posting, your input is valued and appreciated. Got solutions? Please post.

Thank you. FYI Respectfully, I think right now it is *far* more important to be well received than it is to

"be right" about masks et al. Win the "battle" and lose the "war"? Or lose the "battle" AND Lose the "war"?

FYI this is a Sgure of speech, we are talking about peaceful meetings here, not war or confrontation.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

ann1785

Thank you mirandola for the Community alert. Such an important Snd.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

mirandola
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Thank you Ann and thank you all! I would love to hear what peoples' thoughts and solutions are, please

post, especially about the important solution wherever they exist! Many thanks! :-)

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

Javaned

I have no solution, but what is the CDC, to have so much power over we, the people?

Did we elect them? Who are the people ready to have us arrested and put in concentration camps

WITHOUT WAR even being present?

They are self- appointed, quasi government  organisation, which apart of  getting funds from the

government (tax money) received  private "donations". It's a front for the 1%, meddling with the life of

the citizens, with disregard of any human and constitutional rights.

Posted On 08/08/2021

 

stanleybecker

the use of Plato's "Noble Lie" by Malone is controversial for two reasons ..  one is the translation of the term

in Plato's parable as "magniScent myth" which contradicts the assumed "Nobility" that is accorded to this

part of Plato's thinking ..... and even more importantly Plato states categorically that while Rulers Lie the

gods never lie  . this puts a completely different focus on the discourse where human failings are to be seen

in the context of godlike omnipotence ...... the artiScial strivings of the non godly is compared to the higher

regions of moral deity .... Plato was basically discussing the myths that surround the religious texts and the

potential for a positive interpretation of what otherwise might be seen as a "tall tale" ...... Plato in discussing

these fables and parables seeks to integrate their Sction with universal ideas which is very different from

the use of propaganda to MURDER and cause serious bodily harm to the polloi ................ I don't think that

Plato who was aware of the subversive nature to society as a whole from the Sophists who denied morality

through the agency of persuasive propaganda in order to promote self interest which is the basis of Modern

Propaganda ... Plato would never have supported what is after all a form of brigandry and a license to extort
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wealth for personal gain while the polloi is nothing more than an object of PREDATION

en.wikipedia.org/.../Noble_lie

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

fundamentalassumptions

The pagan gods ALL lie, being of the Father of Lies': of devils' & men's invention & will unsubmitted to

Truth.  That is the essence of idolatry & their many devices which promise freedom but bring only

bondage.  Colossians 2:8 & Genesis 3 KJB.   It's all supposition & endless speculation, philosophy &

traditions uninformed and unenlightened by God's revelation, based solely on the rudiments of the

world: upon the sand & not the Rock.  Their rock is not as our Rock the Holy Spirit revealed by Moses, as

even the enemies of God & his people acknowledge of their own selves & 'philosophy'.  Deuteronomy

32:31 KJB.   Men willingly receive a bunch of incoherent mumbo jumbo mutterings & whispers, & a

whole lot of 'maybe' w/ no 'thus saith the Lord' of their own unrighteousness & free choice which is why

they are without excuse before the God & Spirit of Truth who are holy, holy, holy for rejecting the grace

of conviction by those means.  Romans 1; 2 Thessalonians 2 KJB.  

But at least the pagan stoicks did not deny absolute truth & natural law evident in both the creation &

conscience, & which point men to seeking God the Creator, Savior & King...the Godhead;  which is

necessary also to knowing & being known of the Lord Jesus Christ, he is God, & to sanity & personhood

itself in its wholeness, created in the image of God with body, soul & spirit.   This is why so many,

though by no means all, were saved from the time Christ fulSlled the types of the sacriScial Law &

through the long, dark, corrupt ages.

Men today have just 'evolved' their errors & hardened themselves further, stiffening the neck, to

irrationally deny even evident& conscientious truth in willfully embraced insanity & not-knowing

'agnosticism', & all other such clever sophist cloaks & excuses, self-justiScations for lack of repentance

& saving faith.  The blind leading the blind.  The deceiving and being deceived.

Posted On 08/07/2021
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steelj

The idea Plato would never have imagined the concept of the "noble lie" could be corrupted for dark

purposes is beyond ridiculous.  That such a statement came out of Malone's mouth just made my

opinion of his thinking ability plummet.  Which is disappointing because we need SMART people to

listen to.  Some might think I'm nitpicking and holding to an unrealistic standard.  I disagree.  We can all

be wrong.  We can all even have occasions we don't think as clearly as we should have.  But it should be

impossible to think Plato or any great thinker could be so stupid and naive.  Ever.  Such statements are

expected from politicians and corrupt authorities, since they are poor excuses for human beings.  Very

disappointing from Malone.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

stanleybecker

thank you fundamental .... and steelj ... I have already posted my reservations concerning the late

advent of Malone's confession {17 months late} .. I totally agree that his reference to Plato as a form of

defensive justiScation is just not good enough

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

debdelarosa7gmail.com

What gets me is all these people (Malone, Mikovits...) were lab rats working on this wicked bioweapon!

 Don't forget that!  How could they?  Mikovits states the stuff was made with monkey virus but the truth is

you can follow the facts right back to the 50's with the Polio vax I have been warning about (Simian Monkey

Virus 40, which causes cancer on its own, hence the cancer epidemic).  She states it goes back to the 90's

but they all know it goes back decades.  Read:  The Virus And The Vaccine by Debbie Bookchin and Jim

Schumacher.  Read:  Dr. Mary's Monkey by Edward Haslam and learn about the bioweapon Dr. Mary

Sherman (fried from the Particle Accelerator she was using to create a bioweapon to kill Castro - fact!)....

this is old news they (NIH) have hid from people for a very long time.  I am glad these lab people are

speaking up but never forget their jobs were to do experiments on animals (have you seen the pic of the dog
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covered in cancerous tumors?  What a sweet face and yet held captive for their twisted experimentation

under the guise of getting us well).  I don't know how anyone can go to work daily hurting animals or how

about the ones who go to work daily and jab babies and people with poisons?  None of them can claim

ignorance or innocence before God.  No job or paycheck will be the answer when they stand in judgement

before God for hurting people and animals.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

CMT367

You're talking like a rat yourself. You obviously don't know much about Mikovits. If she hadn't worked in

a lab and written her books, she wud not be in a position to CHALLENGE Fauci, boss Collins, and the

rest, which she is doing.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

dr 007

Sarah Toy with The Wall Street Journal today published a patently false article claiming that some sham

CDC 'study' in Kentucky of 245 patients 'proves' that the unvaccinated are over 2x more likely to become

reinfected with Covid because natural immunity is very weak.  The article mentions nothing about the fact

that the CDC continues to push PCR tests with a CT of 40 for unvaccinated and only 27 for those who are

vaccinated; thereby continuing to intentionally produce false positives among the unvaccinated. I would

laugh if it wasn't so frightening that there are millions of mind-numbed robots in this country who are going

to believe these lies!

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

brodiebrock12
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Its like clockwork as usual. The mongers always place these psa's to appease the sheep into thinking

what they need them to think. This is and has been the way all along. Anyone with the minimum amount

of knowledge about immunology knows natural immunity is far superior than any man made concoction

of toxins. Not much we can do about those who simply believe the mongers.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

brodiebrock12

The problem I have is with any legitimate family doctor who believes an injection is superior to natural

immunity. Talk about violation of the Hippocratic oath!

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

jws68662

This is a weaponized visus.  Anything is possible, even becoming reinfected if one has natural

immunity.  This is a paradigm shifting event.  So only those who are capable of meta thinking will

understand the full implications.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

Still Here

Looks as if the NVIC presentations have already been removed - all I get if I click on the link is a 404 error

message in Spanish.  I wonder if the idiots responsible for stieing all debate on the subject of vaccinations

realise the effect they are having.  As a 70-something in good health (achieved by listening carefully to all

NHS advice over the past 38 years and then doing the exact opposite), I allowed myself to be double-jabbed

because of a planned holiday to Ireland (they closed their borders regardless - so much for vaccine

passports) and I Sgured I might not have that much longer to live anyway so was prepared to chance it.

 Now they're talking about "offering" us repeated booster shots, to continue indeSnitely.  All that the
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censorship, propaganda and outright lies have achieved is to put my back well and truly up.  I shall be telling

them where they can stick their needles in future.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

Lionel11

Stillhere....you may very well survive as God has given many a second chance.  Not enough "Death

Emcacy" for the Resetters apparently so we have to jab and jab again until we achieve 40%

depopulation.  Dont do it, no matter what.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

dobbie606

this still works, SH,   protectinghealthandautonomyinthe21stcentury.com /

The Sfth international public conference on Vaccination

Protecting Health & Autonomy in the 21st Century

Posted On 08/08/2021

 

Questionit21

What I am witnessing is a Bioweapon War and it's not the Virus since no one can even provide a single

sample that has been puriSed and isolated that has not been done in a lab. The Bioweapon War is from the

Experimental Gene Therapy Inoculations which makes me wonder Covid 19 was all about massive roll-out

of these Experimental Inoculations. The Delta variant is not a Variant at all since Covid 19 was never a Virus

its actually those who got to Brainwashed to do any research and check out what these Scientists and
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Doctors are saying however being Censored. The Delta Variant originated from everyone got the

Experimental Inoculations that is being Transmitted to those who done their research and refuse to be a

Short or long term Guinea Pig for Serious Adverse Reactions and Deaths.

Is it true that those who willingly accepted the Experimental Inoculations experience millions of Micro Blood

Clots and its more serious than the bigger blood clots? Now been hearing a few ways to eliminate the

Synthetic Spike Proteins and Graphene Oxide eg White Pine Needle Tea and Dandelion Oil it may allegedly

destroy these Synthetic Spike Proteins and Graphene Oxide what about the millions of micro blood clots

happening at a cellular level can anything on Mother nature side repair this?

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

Guillermou

Your comment, Questionit.  links to information from Dr. Mercola and Dr. McCullough  internist,

cardiologist, epidemiologist, and professor of medicine at Texas A&M School of Medicine, Dallas, TX,

USA Since the beginning of the pandemic , Dr. McCullough has been a leader in the medical response to

the COVID-19 disaster and has published "Pathophysiological Basis and Rationale for Early Outpatient

Treatment of SARS-CoV-2 (COVID-19) Infection." Srst synthesis of multi-drug sequenced treatment of

SARS-CoV-2 infected outpatients in the American Journal of Medicine and subsequently updated in

Reviews in Cardiovascular Medicine.

rumble.com/vhp8e1-massive-world-renowned-doctor-blows-lid-off-of-covid..  Dr. McCullough states:

“Here in the United States, we have 100 million people vaccinated (with COVID-19 bioweapons

injections so far). This is by far the most deadly and toxic biological agent ever injected into a human

body in American history." www.globalresearch.ca/renowned-texas-professor-doctor-covid-19-shots-b..

     

To Health Impact News readers who have been following the topic of vaccines for years, and following

holistic physicians who have been warning about the dangers of vaccines in general, and the eugenic

plans of globalists in deploying the COVID-19 biological weapons in particular, there is probably no new

information in this interview with Dr. McCullough.

www.globalresearch.ca/renowned-texas-professor-doctor-covid-19-shots-b..   Peter McCullough, MD,

MPH talks to Laura Ingraham about the CDC admitting that vaccinated people can transmit Delta and

how Dr. McCullough is being sued by BSW Health for the media and meeting appearances.
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sp.rmbl.ws/.../5AEdc.caa.mp4

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

exmouth123

Loads of cruise ships with Covid positive guests and crew.  Most (all?)vaccinated.  What will happen when

airlines mandate double jabs.  You won’t know who has what and your chances will be pretty good on a long

haul eight of sitting next to a Covid positive passenger.  One cruise ship captain dead post Covid.  Happy

days.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

sai73491

The data on deaths among the vaccinated as well as those who are dying because of close proximity to

the vaccinated is not being reported. I know of two deaths personally of those who got the jab.  I just

learned that an extended family member died:  a healthy, 30 year old marathon runner.  She was

unvaccinated and we surmise that she was infected with what the vaccinated are exhaling.  It's potent

to bring down this healthy young woman.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

vitalwoman

This article brings up the conundrum about this whole COVID situation that has had me stumped for a long

time – which is simple math.  I mean really, really, reallllly simple math. Like this: 1 x 1 = 1, right? And, 1 x 1

x 0 = 0. So, the drugs companies said, right from the get go, that the “vaccines” would NOT give a person

immunity from the disease, from COVID-19.   Just lessened symptoms, should they catch the virus. They

said that right from the start.  And they STILL were willing to use the word “vaccine” to label their mRNA

concoctions (I will not use the word therapy here because I don’t see anything therapeutic about spike
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proteins that give you myocarditis, even if they don’t kill you within a week or two).  But, actual vaccine or

not – giving earlier vaccines, like for smallpox, the beneSt of the doubt – they still admitted that the jab

would NOT grant you INDIVIDUAL immunity.

So, the math: 1 jab (or group of jabs) x 1 person receiving the jab x 0 immunity per jab = 0 immunity for that

person . WHICH, LOGICALLY, MEANS THIS: 1 x 10,000 x 0 = 0. 1 jab x 10,000 people receiving the jab x 0

immunity per jab = what???? ZERO HERD IMMUNITY. Yeah. 1 x 10,000 x 0 = 0   And this has been right there

in front of everyone’s faces this whole time.  So how is it NO major media people have made this

oh-so-obvious observation? I guess the pressure to NOT think for themselves must be pretty severe.  “Pay

no attention to that man behind the curtain.”

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

Firegirrrrrl

The link to the NVIC is down.  Anyone know how to access it now?

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

CMT367

SEE: https://www.nvic.org/

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

farmercist

Another lie is that covid is contagious.   The shot is making people sick.............just like the buildup from

previous vaccines.
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Posted On 08/07/2021

 

Arthur D. Yaghjian

Seems to me that Dr. Robert Malone is stating the obvious:  1) If one has very effective remedies, herd

immunity is irrelevant.  2) Herd immunity can be obtained without vaccines if enough people get the virus.

 3) The Covid-19 vaccines received quick emergency approval so that there may be side effects (long term

and possibly even short term) that could occur. Unfortunately, Mercola reports selectively what Dr. Malone

says.  Malone also says that the mRNA vaccines are very effective, have prevented a great many deaths,

and he would recommend them for older people.  He recommends that younger people be more cautious

and weigh the risks of vaccines versus getting the virus.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

Astonished

The biggest lies are in the terminology and the “science” applied:

(1.) These are not vaccines.

(2.) These are not “genetic  therapy”; these are genetic manipulation used in a bioweapon.

(3.) Herd immunity is a myth; one of the several hundred medical myths that tend to go obsolete every few

years. I have seen it happening in the last 50 years.

(4.) These are not experimental injections; they have been obviously developed after 911 and the outcome

(genocide) is well-known even for those who can read and think a little.

(5.) The lockdowns and the insane payouts, from the very beginning, obviously targeted small and

medium-sized businesses. After their destruction, work and goods will be available only through

multinational corporations that can, and will, mandate whatever they want to. It’s happening.

(6.) It is also misleading to focus on miracle medications for what is, in fact, graphene oxide, 5G, and

military radar poisoning.
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(7.) The Miracle cures, in the long run, are just as effective as peeing on a house Sre.

(8.) #6 and #7 also give false hope and fake empowerment against this combination of weapons, thus

soothing a population that otherwise might revolt.

The list goes on, everyone is welcome to contribute.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

Javaned

Absolutely good summary. Read the comment of Mirandola about "green zones" a.k.a. concentration

camps for the "high risk" unjabbed people. It can add more points to your list.

Posted On 08/08/2021

 

walbrook

Dr Mercola, here is a man preaching your message, you probably Know him.

www.reignitedemocracyaustralia.com.au/ian-full/?fbclid=IwAR3cb2W_e_h7J..

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

sjcraig

im convinced that if everyone had the appropriate vitamin d blood levels,covid would not be a problem.

Posted On 08/08/2021
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truthbunny

After refusing texts from two friends because if I talked trash(meaning the truth about some world events) I

would not be their friend. So I stopped texting and today they attacked -I don't care about other people

cause I am preventing herd immunity because I refuse to get the jab! So tired of this. I hope someday this

will all come out and if these two are still alive will realize all the lies they believed. Before they got the jab I

tried to show them articles about how bad they are-religiously, medically, and how the virus was created just

for the jab. After they got it I did not say a word-why scare them for they will see.

Posted On 08/08/2021

 

Graviola

Stock up on NAC and Vitamin B-12....The FDA has already stopped the sale of NAC on Amazon. NAC stops

the "Cytokine Storms" in the lungs due to the experimental covid vaccines., as well as those "Chemtrail"

poisons being sprayed in our skies. B-12 stops the RNA polymerase, which is causing the "Spike Proteins"

to form that cause the lungs to fail.....And also stock up on "Melatonin," which is also being talked about

being banned.....

Posted On 08/08/2021

 

S.Skidmore

Why did you remove Denial of Vaccine Dangers Has Been Federal Policy Since 1984 from this article?

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

blackwol_ovejoygmail.co

It won't let me access,  has it already been taken down?
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Posted On 08/07/2021

 

mrrobb

www.globalresearch.ca/the-killer-vaccine-worldwide-7-9-billion-people/..  read more abt the Lies

www.globalresearch.ca/video-graphene-oxide-a-toxic-substance-in-the-vi..  and

www.globalresearch.ca/panic-pandemic-how-media-fearmongering-led-unpre..

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

mrrobb

Large-Scale US Naval Exercise: Desperate Attempt to Demonstrate Global Power...On August 3, the U.S.

began its largest naval exercise in the last 40 years, the Large-Scale Exercise 2021. It involves Sve naval

formations and the Marine Corps across 17 time zones. Another 25,000 soldiers are also participating

in the exercise that will end on August 16. According to Stars and Stripes, the last comparable exercise

of this magnitude was the 1981 NATO Ocean Venture.

Vice Admiral Gene Black, the commander of the 6th U.S. Fleet, said: “LSE will test our commanders

across the spectrum of naval warfare from the tactical to the strategic, integrating the Marine Corps to

demonstrate the world-wide eeet’s ability to conduct coordinated operations from the open ocean to the

littoral.” www.globalresearch.ca/large-scale-exercise-2021-us-desperate-attempt-d..  yeah the american

way..."if we  can't buy them than BOMB them...." with that coc k sucking Biden in and that c)nt Harris

 world war  3-4 is on its way...YES.thye need a WAR  to get the worlds eyes and ears and already  twisted

minds  off balance so the US will push and push to upset and start a war   its a must do before the 5G

 starts to kill what ever is left standing.... WorldWar3&4 .....by christmas    YES...  he is whats gonna

happen    www.youtube.com/watch

Posted On 08/07/2021
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lakabarra

This is an excellent article!!! Generally, I would like to know more about the difference between the Astra

Zeneca and the other shots which everyone gets here in Australia. So far no one I know has any side effects

BUT  all people I talk to had their Srst shot only and the second one will be who knows when. Does it have

fewer side effects? Does it interfere with your DNA? Does it contain nanobots or graphene? I really want to

know this, sorry for hijacking the comment section!

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

mrrobb

I Think.....this con covid19 is just another Big Lie !! another Spoooof  to cloud up the need to pump the world

full of experimental drugs.. Think if they pumped of billions with LSD..LOL.  Or  billions with Ricin    

www.historiography-project.com/.../biglie.php  maybe mix a few tons in with the chemtrails   ever sick move

these bas -tards make, is sicker.....why are the slimebals  in the news limelight  24/7?

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

mrrobb

all governments LIE  !!!!!!! You pay these clowns to LIE in you face....government are the biggest

ENTERTAINMENT people have to watch..and YOU PAY to watch these pukes  screw ya.....they don't ask if

they can spend a trillion $..they just do it....there is no votes taken...its all underhanded  dealings and who

get more money in their pockets...that YOUR MONEY is some scumbags pockets....all hanky-panky ....been

doing it for years ..hell , its ONLY tax money...endless supply of cash... just follow "The Big Lie"  , its been

active for centuries..... it worked so well.Hitler wrote about in his book..

www.historiography-project.com/.../biglie.php

Posted On 08/07/2021
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gel6497

Dear Dr Mercola, your links to the NVIC can't be opened.  There is a kind of warning in German. Kind

regards, Gloria ELU Smith

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

hvhy.org

We have an idiomatic expression in Sweden which goes like this: he is talking to protect his old aunt. He

probably wants to do good but he could have spoken out much earlier with the position he has. I'm grateful

you have made it possible for me to listen to him. Dr Malone probably don't know who we are really dealing

with here: the Kenites. Few people know who they are. That's the way it pretty much is going to be until the

end of this dispensation. For more information on the topic go to Are You Lied To About The Bible. God

bless.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

TherealKarmaSingh

In Neale Donald Walsch's "Conversations with God"; volumes 1 - 3 (which are the usage instructions for this

planet) it is stated that this is a world ruled by lies and liars.

The Covid fantasy should (but hasn't) make this plain to all but; You ain't seen nothing yet if you keep

believing the lies.

Blessed be

Karma Singh

Posted On 08/07/2021
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Nadine17

Patriot nurse www.youtube.com/watch

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

ano3772

Copy and share.  Here is the link direct to the interview. Post before this post is gone:

newsvoice.se/.../dr-robert-malone-current-covid-crisis

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

catspring47

Replying to gypsyluv.  It seems that the majority of the frequent posters on here are in their own little world

of trying to show each other how much the know and how many links they can share.  Sharryl Attkisson ( an

independent investigative reporter) polled every lab in the world with the capabilities of isolating the virus

that the "Noble powers that be" want us all to believe in and to fear.  Every one of these labs responded that

they were unable to do so. That is;  they were NOT able to isolate any virus from all sources presented to

them.  I have read that the "Covid test"  was produced using a combination of human tissue and a simple

strain of the common cold, that would seem to mean that a lot of people would, of course, test positive.

So, having said all that, the narrative I just described wouldn't give the posters with the mostest much to

discuss, would it?  Not as much fun as wringing hands over their iron levels, and on and on and on. They

seem to have a lot of time on their hands. I don't, so will end here.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

CMT367
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Catspring...If you are going to assert that the "Covid test" was produced using a combo of human tissue

and ...strain of the common cold." YOU NEED TO CITE A SOURCE... The numerous posts to vid info links

is useful to many of us who don't have time to parse thru all the search hits for info on covid. I Snd

some of the links very useful. Like you I dont' have a lot of spare time..

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

StandFastPats

My lovely new Naturopath (no more medical doctors for me) has taken me off Vit D because of the lab

result at 186 nmol/L.  The Lab state "normal range" at 75 -150 nmol/L.  I was taking 3000 IU's twice daily

and lots of Vit D via food. I don't feel safe without it!  Why the worry about toxicity of Vit D?  Any thoughts

out there will be much appreciated.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

riskbenedt

Dr. Malone is certainly well-qualiSed by education and experience to form opinions on COVID as a

transmissible viral disease and on the appropriate role of vaccination in mitigating its impact. He states

very clearly that he is a vaccinologist and has devoted his entire career to this branch of medicine.

He clariSes his position on appropriate candidates for COVID vaccination at the 43 minute mark in this

video and urges viewers NOT to misinterpret his recommendations.

Dr. Malone: “What vaccines do do and it’s not a small thing, it’s an important thing. If you’re somebody who

gets infected and you have been vaccinated the chances if you being hospitalized or dying are far, far lower.

“There is no question that these vaccines have saved a lot of lives. Please don’t misinterpret anything I am

saying.

“If you are somebody who is at high risk for disease and death, please do strongly consider getting
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vaccinated because the risk beneSt ratio favors that.”

Dr. Mercola, I admire you for featuring a doctor whose opinion on the beneScial role of COVID vaccination

for appropriate individuals differs from yours, but your selective editing of your lead-in to the video in which

you call out his opposition to the vaccination of children and young adults, yet fail to acknowledge that he

believes that adults at high risk of disease and death should “strongly consider getting vaccinated” is, in my

opinion, very and deliberately misleading.

I urge you to consider whether in this instance you too are engaging in a “noble lie.”

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

ChristieMarie

I like how Dr. Malone always conducts his interviews from the Enchanted Forest

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

aprilewagner

Is the Novavax safer?

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

scintilla1

Hope that it's possible to get transcript of what Malone describes in this video. Fireey was source of a

light-emitting protein used in this RNA research... Whoa.

Posted On 08/07/2021
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oldtimered

So the world is almost in the devils hands. So sad to think of all the so called powerful people who will be

spending eternity with the devil; who hates humans. Can't imagine their despair when they know they will

suffer forever and ever.

Best not to take Satan's "vaccine".

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

pjmauigirl

The noose is being tightened as some that have refused the vaccine are losing the right to continue to do

the work that supports them.  California has mandated all health care workers be vaccinated by the end of

next month and removed all options for weekly testing in lieu of vaccine.  I worry for a wonderul nurse that I

know. Other small businesses in the construction related industry  have lost lucrative contracts due to not

having vaccinated employees.  I know of one person who, having already had covid just went out and got

vaccinated for the sole reason to be able to keep these contracts.  This doesn't even begin to address all the

small businesses that have folded in the past year due to restrictions. And in some places you can't

participate in activities such as sports for children, concerts, eating in restaurants.  Will they deny access to

grocery stores?  I will put nothing past the psychopaths behind this.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

jws68662

Revelation 13:17. Witness the shift of the paradigm. You are being socially programmed for this. Wake

up.

Posted On 08/07/2021
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JackSS

The falsely labeled "vaccine"  for covid 19 will wind up killing more people than the disease, just like the

swine eu "epidemic" of 1976.  The vaccine was distributed even before swine eu became pandemic which it

never did.  Watch and see.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

jenbehappyhotmail.com

So what do you suggest is best to do, get covid, wear mask? My school started demanding vaccines on us,

nursing students, if I have to get the vaccine or quit school, I will have to get the vaccine!!! Which one should

I get that will do the least damage? what else can I do to avoid quitting school and vaccine?

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

magyarokoska

@os00 or anyone who can answer my question, please help!

os00 wrote below: "Also Judy Mikovits said the LNP can break apart at or above 99 degrees so sauna will

help for that reason as well to break apart the LNP and help sweat out if you had the shot"

Please, do you, or anyone else, have the video or audio from Judy Mikovits where she states that the LNP

can break apart at or above 99 degrees and one can sweat it out in a sauna if that person got the shot?

I live in South America and I have some friends who got the shot because they didn't see any other way to

stay at their employment and put bread on their family table. Of course they are sorry that they got the shot

and I am interested if I could tell them the good news that they can sweat it out? Please be so kind, if you

have the video from Judy Mikovits, please, please email it to me.
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Posted On 08/07/2021

 

gaylezpc

The links for the NVIC Conference don't work.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

CMT367

https://www.nvic.org/   ...Conference link is there

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

Roadrogue

“I understand that they never isolated this thing called covid 19 virus.  What's the story with that?  If it has

never been isolated then it can't exist or is it something else they are labeling as covid 19?  I'm so confused.

 What did they create in that lab???” I wonder the same as Gypsy and yet know one here bothered to reply. It

seems very relevant considering the ruling in Alberta for Patrick King which is being reported as ending the

pandemic there. And again no mention here or by Mercola. Is it fake news? And how do I respond to those

who wonder why most everyone they know who took the jab months ago are feeling Sne?

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

CMT367

Watch some of Judy Mikovits' vids. She explains why isolation of c19 is not necessary to have ppl

getting sick and dying
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Posted On 08/07/2021

 

jws68662

They are 'feeling Sne' now.  But wait for it.  Patience is more than a virtue, it is a tactical stragegy.  The

most skilled at hunting know that waiting IS 99% of the battle, and to the victor go the spoils.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

carolsag53

My brother had 2 shots of the Moderna vaccines because he would have lost his job otherwise and now he

has tested positive for covid he is really pissed because he didn't want to get the vaccine in the Srst place.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

debdelarosa7gmail.com

He didn't have to get the bioweapon.  WE HAVE EXEMPTIONS IN THIS LAND FOLKS!  DON'T LET

ANYONE FOOL YOU!  Look up the Nuremberg articles.  Also, go to:  thehealthyamerican.org and get the

exemption forms needed.  Peggy Hall has good vids on YouTube as well.  He should have taken the few

minutes and searched this out before getting the bioweapon Slled with graphene oxide.  Now, he would

be smart to detox bigtime.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

lkr9114

The video is already been taken down!!!!
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Posted On 08/07/2021

 

CMT367

rumble.com/vjywck-dr-robert-malones-comments-the-current-covid-crisis-..

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

carrielyman84gmail.com

Thank you for this article! The link to the conference gives a 404 error unfortunately. Please let me know

any other way to access it. Thank you!

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

Opalite

I heard about a proposal where medical insurers are not going to provide coverage for those who choose

not to be vaccinated and people will be responsible for the full Snancial cost of COVID-related

hospitalizations.  WOW...

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

anmael

Not even with those ... With death we already have: we know of our mortality. We have also chosen to

die with our total integrity. We have decided, in case of not being able to with our health, that we will

choose an unomcial medicine, because we do not trust doctors who respond to corporations rather
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than to our need. Modern scientiSc medicine has become corrupted, like so many beautiful dreams that

humanity has had. It has always been an alternative: true medicines are millennia old.

New paragraph. The coverage that these merchants can give I do not wish even my enemies.And I hope

that nobody pays them to kill them by superior order: it is time to act accordingly. And Snally: that dying

at home is no worse than doing it in inhumane conditions in one of their dens.

Ni con esas...Con la muerte ya contamos: sabemos de nuestra mortalidad. También hemos elegido

morir con nuestra integridad total. Hemos decidido, en caso de no poder con nuestra salud, que

elegiremos una medicina no oScial, porque no conSamos en médicos que respondan a corporaciones

antes que a nuestra necesidad. La medicina cientíSca moderna se ha corrompido, como tantos sueños

bonitos que ha tenido la humanidad.Siempre ha sido alternativa: las verdaderas medicinas tienen

milenios de antiguedad.

Punto   y aparte. La cobertura que puedan dar esos comerciantes no se la deseo ni a mis enemigos. Y

espero que nadie les pague por matarlos por orden superior: ya va siendo hora de actuar en

consecuencia de lo sabido. Y Snalmente: que morir en casa no es peor que hacerlo en condiciones

inhumanas en uno de sus antros.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

CMT367

are you USA citizen? contact your reps/ congresspeople, thats what theyre there for

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

swabiengmail.com

If this "vaccine" now can only be said to lessen the risk of infection, or if infected, lessen the risk of severe

symptoms, is this really the category of a true vaccine? It sounds more like a Sngers-crossed kind of

treatment at best!
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Posted On 08/07/2021

 

brodiebrock12

it's not or never will be! It's an experimental genetic medicine. Just this alone shows how effective the

MSM has been in misdirection and use of effective propaganda.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

mam7849

Access to this is already unavailable

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

CMT367

USE: rumble.com/vjywck-dr-robert-malones-comments-the-current-covid-crisis-..

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

dnduringer

Plato's Noble Lie I think is more about "The Greater Good" than "The Common Good."  In TGG, some are

sacriSced for the beneSt of others, which is called Utilitarianism.  For a good to be common, it must be

shared by all.  The article should read "It [the noble lie] refers to the notion that, in the case of high-status

individuals or designated public leaders, it’s acceptable to lie if the lie is made in the interest of the greater

good."
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Posted On 08/07/2021

 

CMT367

Fauci follows TGG. Note how quickly he got the J&J vaccine back on duty, after the blood clot issue

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

mandibular

Ah, Satan's Synagogue. So  powerful, so treacherous. How soon  before the Christian/Muslim holy books

are banned/censored as "hate speech"? How soon before this sty imprisons people for years because they

refuse to blindly accept the lie about something which supposedly happened before they were born?

nationalvanguard.org/.../ursula-haverbeck  ~

archive.org/details/TreblinkaInvestigation-GroundPenetratingRadarStudy  ~

archive.org/.../jewstellthetruthabouttheholocaust  

John 8:44 You are from your father the Devil, and you wish to do the desires of your father. That one was a

murderer when he began, and he did not stand fast in the truth, because truth is not in him. When he speaks

the lie, he speaks according to his own disposition, because he is a liar and the father of the lie.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

jdarnall64

Ideally we would like information like this to be going to doctors around the world and politicians  that have

power to Sght back. Sadly I have been reporting information from doctors, scientists  and even the creatirs

of these vaccines to be rea.d by as many as possible in my own contact areas, and yet it continues to spiral

down roads that it shouldn't  be. We need many like Senator Rand Paul driving forward with the truths that

people  should know.
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Posted On 08/07/2021

 

batmanfan2021protonmail.

Facebook is always fact-checking whatever I post from here,but I post it anyway. Apparently real

doctors,unlike Fauci,triggers them.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

stacey_cw

I’m confused with native vs wild. Can someone help me here?

In its native form in SARS-CoV-2, the spike protein is responsible for the pathologies of the viral infection,

and in its wild form it’s known to open the blood-brain barrier, cause cell damage (cytotoxicity) and other

problems

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

Lionel11

"FDA Dismissed Malone’s Vaccine Warning....." If this is true (and we know it is) then there would be no

reason to not "approve" the GMO treatment.  That should speak volumes about the agenda.  And that an

unapproved medical experiment is being mandated IN ANY SENSE should be ringing alarm bells in

Congress and our friends and neighbors.  Since it is not I am deathly afraid of our collective future.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

steelj
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"we’re now seeing the noble lie “play out in a way that Plato could never have imagined,” Malone said." Like

most who read Mercola, I'm looking for honest information from smart people who can Sgure things out,

and provide top-notch guidance.  Then I read Malone, who I have considered a very important source, say

the above and I wonder WTF, this guy isn't very smart after all.  Plato, and Malone should know this, was

beyond smart.  He understood things.  To think he would never have imagined the "noble lie" would be

corrupted for nefarious purposes is really stupid.  That sentence could never emanate from my mouth, I'd

choke on it Srst, it's ridiculous.  My opinion of Malone just went way, way down.

If someone has evidence that Plato was this stupid and naive please let me know, as I will be happy to admit

it when I'm wrong.  I read a good bit from the Greek philosophers but it's been a long time ago.  Mostly I

remember these guys were over the top smart and their thinking was way more sophisticated than anything

we see today.  But I'm not an expert on Plato.  I do know only a fool would never imagine the "noble lie"

could play out this way and to think he (or Socrates) was as far from that as you can get.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

sue2613

In a conversation I overheard of elderly people who were very ill, they were joking around about making their

last will and then getting the jab. There were people who were in extreme discomfort, spending a fortune on

medical bills and not getting any relief. Another person told me that many older people are seriously

thinking about doing this. They are tired of supporting the corrupt medical community and leaving their

families destitute due to medical bills. If the word gets out those in charge of the reset will panic. They

 believe they are the only ones who can take away human life, and they don't like not getting their hands on

money,

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

ccwalker3

Thank you for this.. I clicked access now but a 404 came up that it couldn’t Snd the page. Thank you for all

you are doing to help educate & get the truth out there. Be safe, prayers for you and your family
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Posted On 08/07/2021

 

Lionel11

Thank God for Mercola and Malone.   Nuremberg Code: worldyturnings.blog/.../nuremberg-code

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

hgarner2000

I have great admiration for Dr. Robert Malone.  He represents the very Snest attributes for a good scientist.

 I wish him all the best.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

mwseebeck

Ok, my account was banned after 14 years WHY???

This happened after that absurd "clear cookies" message.

Plus, the links in the article are now all circular, going to nothing, which is an effect of the unnecessary

takedown of past articles.

This is wrong both technically and ethically.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

ana66857
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Buenos dias Dr. Mercola.  siento mucho todo lo que sucede usted es un hombre valioso para el mundo,

 pues hemos aprendido  con cada articulo que usted saca a cuidar nuestra salud. Que Dios lo bendiga y

todo pase para continuar mejorando nuestra salud.    -Ana Cristina Acosta,   Cajicà Cundinamarca Colombia

Good morning Dr. Mercola. I am very sorry everything that happens you are a valuable man to the world,

because we have learned with each article that you take out to take care of our health. May God bless him

and everything pass to continue improving our health. -Ana Cristina Acosta, Cajicà Cundinamarca Colombia

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

os00

Waiting to hear more about miscarriages in Srst and second trimesters... Based on data from the NEJM

82% had miscarriages so I'm unsure how this doesn't support the argument. This miscarriage topic

speciScally could help turn the tide if babies are dying and moms learn the vaccine increased the risk

signiScantly and should be a focus to point out the vaccine risk

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

versatile

re: Mitigating death and disease from COVID requires herd immunity: more simply stated as "We know how

to cure COVID". We've had lots of practice. Most cases of COVID are cured by natural healthiness. Many

doctors successfully cure cases of COVID with many different techniques. But it's forbidden to talk about

cures. Doctors can cure. They are not allowed to talk about it. to your health, tracy

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

cec94126
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Thank you for continuing to show a strong presence here on your site, please keep more coming out daily,

more truths are coming out and many new treatments are being developed. Keep demanding alternative

platforms to be heard.  They are being suppressed, immorally when done untruthfully under an

all-encompassing and sweeping big lie.  That woman CNN reporter smearing you was pure drama, those

that we have elected are deliberately trying to tighten the grip of the script, please let's keep abrest of their

intentions and motives.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

cybersoul

COVID-19 INJECTION www.option3.co.uk/covid-19-injection  ~ THE BIOLOGICAL CONTROL CIRCUIT

www.option3.co.uk/ibm-the-bill-gates-syndicate-and-eugenics-the-biolog..  ~ THE BATTLE FOR HUMANITY

www.option3.co.uk/the-battle-for-humanity

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

hgarner2000

All those poor, well-meaning people who are so thoroughly misled.  Heaven help us.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

arthurrieloutlook.com

They are far, far from being "well-meaning". They are as "well meaning" as a member of the SS.

Posted On 08/07/2021
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fundamentalassumptions

We just sort of gloss over terms such as 'genetically modiSed mice'....or the $4 billion PSzer made in proSts

last quarter due to the 'vaccine'.  The lying, censorship, deceit & manipulation has been going on for time

immemorial.  The temptation, & power to manipulate & harm others, is just greater as knowledge increases

& technology 'evolves', but the corruptible nature of man remains unchanged, & largely unsubmitted to God,

or even to evident truth in the creation &conscience.  

We suffered illegitimate abuses w/o pushback from the revision committee to the later reception of the

merchandized word w/ the ARV, from Erasmus Darwin & craft bringing back changeling & pragmatic

antichristian, anti-mankind philosophy & non-ethics with his Zoonomia dream;  from Keynes w/ his 'love

beyond Christian understanding' & opportunity for obscene, short-term & illegitimate wealth by knowingly

selling out the future; Freud & those who illegitimately capitalized upon & piggy-backed on all of the above

w/ their sorceries & devices; to the dehumanizing things we see today.

Promoting fornication to the end of a harvestable market of human eesh to the end of 'genetically

modifying' mice as ethical perverts pursue immortality by some means other than the only legitimate.

 Kinsey's criminal fraud was promoted to the same end.  Mankind was freed& elevated by the ineuence of

the Gospel, but rejected it, & is being devalued & merchandized more & more as of old.

The land is thrice polluted: with Baals of Peor fornication on down to sodomy, the blood of innocents, to the

mingling of seed: iron & clay....& to think that God will suffer that, even& as the perpetrators & receivers of

their bribing ill-gotten gain, proudly refuse to repent & shake their Ssts at God, loving their sin, turning from

convicting whole truth as winking hypocrites....is folly & vain. God is not a man that he should lie & w/o

acknowledgement of the real issues, the judgment will continue unabated as written.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

drawyak

Very interested in this article...but why do ALL the hyperlinks provided only circle back to the ORIGINAL

article (the one I am reading) and not to their intended location??
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Posted On 08/07/2021

 

lungdoc

Video blocked

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

Carlsdad

Just tried to access the link, but it's a 404 now.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

mammywitch

cedricpermaculture--all good points regarding aminos and B12--just got out my book re: auto-immune

(cause & cure) with over 300 scientiSc documents proving the points...I had forgotten how important they

all are synergistically...am 'refreshing' my memory. Book discusses the importance of gut biome to the

many functions of the immune system. As I have said before--we need to STUDY, LEARN AND TEACH in

order to overcome this dire situation we are in today. You and other posters on this website have taught me

SO MUCH! MY THANKS TO EACH OF YOU! :-D

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

aprilewagner

Would the Novavax vaccine be a safer vaccine?  It is using a piece of the spike protein to elicit immune

response.
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Posted On 08/07/2021

 

ofmeising

And yet in an earlier Mercola article it was said that Dr. Malone, despite the dangers he's telling us about,

 got the injection himself! What to think from that?

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

ann1785

Many people, ESPECIALLY healthcare professionals cannot work without vaccination.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

Beentheredonethat2

He exercised his right to care for himself as he saw best and that is his right.  Now let the government

respect everyone's right to as they best see St for their individual self.  Yours in liberty.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

ann1785

Germany is now pushing for people who were vaccinated previously with the AstraZeneca vaccine to be

 further vaccinated  with the PSzer-BioNTech vaccine.

Posted On 08/07/2021
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Astonished

Obviously, because only certain batches contained the poison. Look it up in VAERS.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

chk2000

Are there any studies to show that it is safe to combine two different type of vacc technologies?  My

guess is no.  I just read about a 65 y.o. actor and former Mr. Universe Mike Mitchell who was injected

with Sinovac in February and March.  He then was advised to undergo PSzer "booster" which he had on

July 16.  He wrote on social media "that was my third jab today.  Proud to be part of this experiment to

save lives'.  He died of "natural causes" on July 22.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

srousso2

But what do we do with the majority of people who are non-compliant to lifestyle change to help regulate

their immunity? I am a holistic nurse and teaching people about lowering their BMI, eating healthy clean

diet, clean water and air, lowering stress levels, moving their bodies, eliminating sugar, etc. doesn't always

work. People fear change more than death sometimes. The vaccine does show it can prevent serious

illness. Vaccination has helped decrease the hospital burden for healthcare workers and patients with other

conditions. It would be unrealistic to think everyone has access to the above. Weighing out risk vs beneSt

must be considered. It's complicated and no same answer for all. I've seen a lot of rigid black and white

thinking here.

Posted On 08/07/2021
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fundamentalassumptions

It did not decrease the hospital burden.  The response to the 'pandemic' was replete w/ fraudulent

testing, misdiagnosing,& mistreatment. Other than the 'covid eoor' or ward, hospitals sat largely empty

for months, going broke while patients suffered alone.  If you truly work w/ patients in a healthcare

setting, then you know this.  Noncompliant people have the right to face consequences for their own

choices, particularly after repeated warning& merciful reprieve.  What we are talking about here is some

class of person, just as corruptible& prone to error or sin, making irrevocable life& death, or debilitating

personality-destroying choices for all others....nay, FORCING them upon all others by stealth& through

deceit.  All premeditated.  

Viable,& cheap, treatments were ignored, then viliSed, as they were found to be effective, while the

ventilators, tho ineffective for the symptoms, were exclusively promoted for treatment. Government

contracts& bail-outs were the response, but not to 'save' all lives, as these were selectively awarded,& to

the end of transferring wealth, collapsing the system in order to build it back to the saving of fewer

lives.

People w/ chronic conditions waited at home in fear, w/o their regular treatments. Some died there.

Some were unfortunate enough to make it via ambulance transport to the hospital where they died

being ventilated: because of remuneration guarantees, not for any beneSt for their actual condition.

Immediate ventilation for a heart attack was the reaping of the beneSt in the instance I am personally

aware of. People in healthcare speak of these things in whispers, & of what they are seeing in the

'vaccinated', or experiencing.  They know there was nothing of standard of care in these things. It is for

these reasons that the resistance is so signiScant & widespread to the shot, no longer just in forums

like Dr. Mercola's.  The goal was,& is, to 'transform' not just the healthcare system, but mankind

themselves.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

JuQuDC

srousso2: Please document cases in which the “jab” shows it can prevent serious illness. What about

the deaths of those already jabbed? As for the “ burden” on hospitals, do they treat with Ivermectin or

protocols which can often help? I don’t care for black and white thinking either. I do see strong opinions
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expressed here and overwhelmingly opposed to the current trend to mandate the jabs. Perhaps you are

trying to be even handed, but you seem to me to be locked in to your opinion too. Do you support the

mandated jabs?

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

anmael

There is a depopulation agenda. And if people fear change more than death, they will meet their limits.

We all have close people who suffer from that. But here it is a question of favoring or not a planned

genocide. On this page and in many more, you will Snd the necessary foundation to obtain the

information that motivates you to choose positions with a cause. Perhaps then he will allow himself to

doubt his current certainties. Here is an article that is expanded by a huge number of qualiSed

comments, to satisfy your questions and solve your doubts.

articulos.mercola.com/sitios/articulos/archivo/2021/08/01/epidemia-de-..  

Hay una agenda de despoblación. Y si  la gente teme más al cambio que a la muerte, se encontrará con

sus límites.  Todos tenemos seres cercanos que padecen eso. Pero aquí se trata de favorecer o no un

genocidio planiScado.  En esta página y en muchas más encontrará la fundamentación necesaria para

lograr la información que la motive a elegir posiciones con causa. Tal vez entonces se permita dudar de

sus actuales certezas. Acá tiene un artículo que es ampliado por enorme cantidad de comentarios

caliScados, para satisfacer sus preguntas y resolver sus dudas.

articulos.mercola.com/sitios/articulos/archivo/2021/08/01/epidemia-de-..  

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

arthurrieloutlook.com

srousso2, "But what do we do with the majority of people who are non-compliant to lifestyle change to

help regulate their immunity?" You leave them alone to deal with the consequences of their choices, out

of respect for their legitimate individual rights to self-ownership and personal liberty--the same rights

that you possess. They are not your slaves to "do with" what you wish "for their own good" or for any
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other reason. "The vaccine does show it can prevent serious illness" Please provide all of the evidence

from objective, i.e. scientiSc studies that irrefutably proves that the COVID-19 "vaccines" are truly

vaccines, and that they "prevent serious illness". Vaccinations that actually immunize people contribute

to a "decrease the hospital burden for healthcare workers and patients with other conditions" that you

are concerned about. These so-called "vaccines" have caused the opposite to occur. By design !

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

Beentheredonethat2

The way I see this...If you SURVIVE the jabs , you still have to mask, isolate, blah blah blah.  You

understand it doesn't stop transmission, give immunity, keep one from getting re-infected, so why take

something that has a higher risk of death than the supposed disease, which has never been isolated in

the Srst place, at least not that I am aware of.  Like you said. "Weighing out risk vs beneSt must be

considered. It's complicated and no same answer for all."  Don't worry so much about other people that

are old enough to make these decisions for themselves. I've seen a lot of rigid thinking many places

theses days as well, but in the end only you know what is best for yourself.  Liberty is a wonderful thing!

Peace and Blessing to you.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

Beadhead

It is telling that your comment fails to mention clinically proven treatments for SARS-2-CoVID disease,

when the MATH-2 and vaporized hydrogen peroxide protocols are well known, effective and inexpensive

treatments. While the vaccine may have prevented serious illness in some, it has also killed and injured

many others, a fact you also fail to mention. Yours is a very one-sided analysis, an example of the very

"rigid black and white thinking" you complain of.

Posted On 08/07/2021
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Beentheredonethat2

But what do we do with the majority of people who are non-compliant to lifestyle change to help

regulate their immunity? Well after you explained it all to them, then all you can do is be encouraging

but not pushy.  That was all that I was trying to convey.  BTW, I worked in dialysis for 30+ yrs and my

wife is a certiSed wound care specialist and neither of us are going to take the injected gene

therapeutics. My next door neighbor had numerous health issues and decided to take the jabs.  He died

2 weeks to the day after the second administration, but of course it wasn't due to the jabs.  To me, its

highly suspect as he'd managed his health issues fairly well over the past several years...but it was his

risk, life, etc...and he paid the ultimate price.  Like the old saying goes, No one gets out of here alive! I

could give more examples of how this is being manipulated news wise as well, but I am pretty sure each

of our minds are well established in our beliefs and facts.  Meant you No disrespect.  Peace and

Blessings

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

ChrisColes

Question . . Is It Ever OK for the Government to Lie to You? During 2009 I published as a free PDF; The Road

Ahead from a Grass Roots Perspective. Chapter 12 The Responsibilities of Government, and Chapter 13 A

Clear Set of Rules for the engagement of Government Departments. . . My debate opens thus: "That where a

government department or other Federal agency of the United States infringes United States patents and

fails to act with the highest ethical standards towards the inventor; Is that government department Ultra

Vires? Beyond the law? Having asked myself that question, another immediately came to mind: Surely there

is the need to create a framework of appropriate rules; to ensure that in future, at all times, government

attorneys always act to the highest ethical standards in their dealings with inventors granted United States

patents? (My debate you will see, will apply to all nations)."

Today it is crystal clear the question retains it's intellectual strength for all aspects of any government

action. The primary debate is set out in these two paragraphs: "Intellectual property is protected by

governments, who produce law. That is the role of a government; to produce law. We, the citizens of those

countries, agree to abide by the law and accept that our actions have a pay back that permits us to live our

lives within the framework of the law in peace and without disruption from anyone, including our respective
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governments. That abiding with the laws enacted by government, is a very simple and basic requirement of

citizenship.

That simple statement carries us into our relationship with any government; for to be the font of the law

requires that a government must abide with any and all law itself. This is not a negotiable; this is fact, for if

any government ever turns away from the rule of the law it enacts, its very legitimacy is destroyed.

Governments must abide by the law they enact for the whole concept to work." chriscoles.com/page3.html

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

carolmalaysia

How can it get worse than this? He is going to cause the death of every Italian...... Italy Facing CIVIL WAR as

Prime Minister ORDERS Vaccines to be Mandatory for all - WORLD NEWSDESK -  28 MAY 2021: In violation

of every term of the Italian Constitution, the Charter of Human Rights of the European Nations, of the UN

Charter for Human Rights, and every medical, scientiSc and religious moral norm, the Sanitary Dictatorship

has approved the conversion into law of the Administrative Decree of Mario Draghi’s Government.  The

terms of this Dictatorial Decree oblige every resident of Italy to take the Vaxx, regardless of any position of

religion or conscience. Those who refuse, will be DENIED all medical assistance, in all hospitals and clinics,

public and private. halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/world/italy-facing-civil..

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

stanleybecker

Italy is in the hands of bribed Pharma politicians .. the Italian people must honor the legacy of Garibaldi

and show these politicians on the "take" the exit door

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

Vladimira
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Denying medical assistance to the unvaccinated most likely will prolong their lives. The law of

unintended consequences.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

nothingsound

Storm the castle!  Rebel.  That’s what they listen too.  We can’t lie down no matter what.  We must

protect future of history.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

anmael

Ocurre en casi todos los países en donde una persona accede al poder y lo ejerce sin

límite...legalmente. Ese sistema republica presidencialista es la causa. Y asombra que se lo permitan

millones de personas que siendo sojuzgadas no reaccionan y lo expulsan del poder. Esto ya había

asombrado a La Boettie ¡a sus 18 años de edad!, cuando escribió  acerca de la servidumbre voluntaria.

Y todavía no hemos resuelto la cuestión...doscientos años después!!

It occurs in almost all countries where a person accesses power and exercises it without limit ... legally.

That republican presidential system is the cause. And it is astonishing that millions of people allow it,

who, being subjugated, do not react and expel him from power. This had already astonished La Boettie

at 18 years old! When she wrote about voluntary servitude. And we still haven't solved the question ...

two hundred years later !!

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

Beentheredonethat2

Well, from what I understand killing innocent people (Jewish people, homosexuals , gypsy's, and any
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group deemed undesirable) was perfectly legal in Nazi Germany.  Maybe legal but NEVER Lawful.

History is full of examples like that, not singling out the Good German people living today. The history of

the US is Slled with atrocities; just ask Native Americans or African Americans. They'll never get me or

mine without the best brawl they've ever experienced up to that point of their lives. Stand for your rights

as a Human Being bestowed upon you by your Creator... and know your are in my prayers.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

DWC7749

Forget about Antarctica; Human Autonomy is the Snal frontier.  The last great conquest, if you will.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

ConventCassie

Again. Why would we listen to him? He got the jab!

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

jws68662

I suspect, as is the case with many high-functioning, high-status 'academics', that the 'herd INSTINCT' is

what prompted him to get vaccinated WHEN he did.  And timing IS everything.  This invisible, prompting

instinct is innate in humans, and very, very dimcult for most to resist.  98% of humans NEED to perceive

others (whom they in some way identify with, esteem, rely on for knowledge, etc.) as doing or going to

do what they are thinking about doing, and then they WILL do it.  At this point, subjectivity is lost, and

folks just 'go with the herd.'  Don't laugh, this is a real phenomenon, and is why humans need capable

and caring LEADERS.  Education, income, race, ethnicity, gender, etc, have NOTHING to do with the
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catalyzing of this powerful instinct, save one perplexing varialble.  And that characteristic is NOT one

that is accounted for in research.  That variable is wisdom.  Wisdom comes from two coalescing

sources.  The Srst is the least important, and that is a function of experience, which in humans comes

typically with age, although it can be had vicariously.  So 'older and wiser' is the saying.  The older we

are, the more likely we are to accurately sense the motivations of others.  This is why you may be

distrustful of this the 'expert' in the pod cast, by the way.  But the scond component of wisdom is the

most important, and that is fear of G-d.  Proverbs 1:7  "The fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom."

 But there exists a corollary to this elixir of acumen, and worthy of noting given the times we are in.

 Isaih 5:21  "Woe to those who are wise in their own eyes, and clever in their own sight."  All genuine

truth comes from G-d.  And His calling card is wisdom.  We need to not "speak our own truth," but speak

the truth of G-d.  Don't rely on the church to do this for you.  Matthew 6:33  "But seek YOU Srst His

kingom AND His righteousness ... "

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

CMT367

You obviously havent' listened to the entire story Malone tells. You say in proSle you are "Returned

Peace Corps Volunteer. World Citizen. Political Scientist retired from politics and voting due to

Dominion" Pls tell us what Dominion is

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

CMT367

JWS68, Malone said in other interviews he took the vaxx so he could travel as a scientist to do his work

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

sabrno
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Dear Dr. Mercola, We support you in any ways and the military will destroy the evil criminals soon. So please

stay Srm and don't let them -  United Nations, shadow CIA in Switzerland, WHO, UK government, other

shadow factions insider of CDC, FDA, FBI, IMF/World Bank, BMGF (this foundation will be defunct), and any

other criminals and traitors related to the global crime - destroy you. The criminals are desperate now as the

big shot, Bill Gates, is arrested and will be executed, also George Soros has been executed. Please rest

assured that you and we will win this war. From September my team will join this war, we don't stay so

inactive as have been so far. The Snal countdown to destroy all the evil institutions has begun.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

Astonished

Half of the military has been injected and it can annihilate itself at the push of a button.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

sgfattouh

I am 66 and my husband 70. We are both in fairly good health.  In all these conversations our age group is

not being mentioned. Because of our age do you believe we should get the shots? Bring us in on that

conversation. We take our supplements, exercise and eat well.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

stanleybecker

this whole pandemic/scamdemic revolves around people of your age .. where have you been this last 17

months ???
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Posted On 08/07/2021

 

nothingsound

I understand what you are saying.  But did you know out of the 12,000+ deaths reported on VAERS the

majority is in our age bracket?  The answer is no.  NO NO NO.  Just plain NO. No one should receive this

jab under any circumstance.  All is a lie. I am sorry and so saddened that I cannot share with you all the

articles of Dr. Mercola I had saved that speaks on what supplements you should be taking and the

protocol for defeating it..  I will ask if you are taking D3 with K2 and magnesium?  All three are needed

for ultimate bodily use of the D3. I hope this helps.  I may not have the knowledge of others on this

page, but they have all assisted me in keeping myself in excellent health.  Do not let age be a barrier to

what you are to do.  If you want the current stats on VAERS go to Children’s health Defense.org.  Robert

F Kennedy sends out every Friday what is happening.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

love2garden

NEVER take this jab, as it is NOT a vaccine, but rather a bioweapon. That is unless you want to take a

quick exit from this realm.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

JuQuDC

How about if you take the number of nursing home deaths out of total deaths for your age group? Those

deaths in many states were caused by the actions of the governors. Of course, age can be a factor

because of declining immunity and other possible cofactors, but, I don’t see the death sentence that the

government/media declares inevitable for unjabbed seniors. Continue to live a healthy, happy life. Do

not cloister yourselves from others. Try not to fear. Look at the recovery rate for your age group and

breathe free.
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Posted On 08/07/2021

 

tallulah3

Taking this shot would be like committing suicide. Don’t do it if you want to live.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

Beentheredonethat2

You can not let someone else make these decisions for you ma'am.  Do your own due diligence, and

then you and the hubby can make an Informed decision as to what is best for you.  God gave us all a

brain, and its high time that folks start using them. No disrespect intended. Wish you well.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

anmael

Señora sgfattouh, si ud. está pidiendo un consejo, creo que no hay por qué negárselo argumentando

que debe tomar sus propias decisiones, como he visto que le han respondido. Ese consejo ud.lo seguirá

o no según resuelva. Y ya no es competencia de la persona que le aconseje. Inclusive,  tal vez ocurra

que necesite pedir más información para comprender completamente las alternativas, y si ud.la pide,

razono que una persona de bien que disponga de ella debiera proporcionársela generosamente, u

orientarla hacia fuentes de información conSables y proporcionadas a sus conocimientos de base. En

la página del doctor Mercola ud. sabe que puede hallar la información ideal, pero como bien aclara el

doctor, la información no reemplaza a la consulta médica, y debiera disponerse de un médico capaz de

aconsejar profesionalmente a su caso, y tal vez no ocurra eso, y por eso consulta aquí!

Muchas veces no se tiene la paciencia de compenetrarse con la particularidad de alguien que no

maneja los hilos de una situación dada y que son, como en el caso que nos ocupa, de una complejidad
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tan inusitada que hace desvelar a los mismos especialistas que están dedicados a eso por oScio, y qué

decir de alguien no profesional!... De modo que alguien profano, pero que necesita saber para poder

decidir,  y que lo está pidiendo muy correctamente, pues de ello siente que puede depender su vida, no

debiera ser desairado. Personalmente, no me he vacunado ni lo haré, aunque mi caso no sea similar al

suyo.  En otros comentarios expuse razones, pero hay comentaristas muy caliScados que le sugiero lea,

si aún no la hecho.

Posted On 08/07/2021

 

anmael

Mrs. sgfattouh, yes you. he is asking for advice, I think there is no reason to deny it arguing that he must

make his own decisions, as I have seen that they have responded to him. That advice you will follow or

not as he decides. And it is no longer the responsibility of the person who advises you. It may even

happen that you need to ask for more information to fully understand the alternatives, and if you ask for

it, I reason that a good person who has it should provide it generously, or direct you to sources of

information that are reliable and proportionate to your knowledge of base. On the page of Dr. Mercola

you. You know that you can Snd the ideal information, but as the doctor clariSes, the information does

not replace the medical consultation, and a doctor capable of professionally advising your case should

be available, and that may not happen, and that is why consult here !

Many times you do not have the patience to understand the particularity of someone who does not

handle the strings of a given situation and who are, as in the case at hand, of such unusual complexity

that it makes the same specialists reveal that they are dedicated to that by trade, and what about

someone not professional! ... So someone profane, but who needs to know in order to decide, and who

is asking very correctly, because he feels that his life may depend on him, should not be snubbed.

Personally, I have not been vaccinated and will not, even if my case is not similar to yours. In other

comments I gave reasons, but there are very qualiSed commenters that I suggest you read, if you have

not already done it.

Posted On 08/07/2021
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